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STRUCTURE-FUNCTION RELATIONSHIPS IN RUII COMPLEXES WITH 

UNCONVENTIONAL LIGANDS 

PHOTOPHYSICAL AND PHOTOCHEMICAL STUDIES 

JOACHIM WALLENSTEIN 

Department of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering 

Chalmers University of Technology 

ABSTRACT 

The rich photophysics, photochemistry and electrochemistry of RuII complexes have attracted 

intense research interest in widely disparate fields. A large portion of the studied and applied 

complexes are derived from the archetypical [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ (bpy is 2,2’-bipyridine), which 

absorbs in the visible region, displays a long lived (~1 μs), emissive metal-to-ligand charge 

transfer state, and shows reversible electrochemistry in both the ground and excited state. 

Adding substituents to the bpy ligand is a conventional way of fine-tuning the physical 

properties. Incorporating larger motifs, altering the coordination sphere geometry or 

coordinating ligands via other heteroatoms than nitrogen can result in substantially different 

physical properties. This latter approach is the subject of this thesis, and in it I have presented 

the results from studies on structure complexes incorporating what I chose to call 

unconventional ligands. This thesis is focused on the structure-function relationships in three 

series of RuII complexes:  

1) With strained bpy-ligands, connected in the 3,3’-positions, with electron rich dithiol-motifs 

that display high light harvesting capabilities. Additionally, they promote hole-transfer when 

used for sensitizing a semiconductor substrate, with long-lived charge separated states.  

2) Pyridine-thioether complexes that display excited state properties on par with [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ 

and pyridine-sulfoxide complexes that display two-color reversible photo-isomerization in 

solution and immobilized on a semiconductor substrate.  

3) Quinoline-pyrazole ligands that when coordinated form near perfect octahedral complexes; 

two of which display different selectivity toward photo-chlorination with respect to Cl—source, 

and one that displays room temperature dynamic diastereomerization in the ground state while 

at the same time being extremely photo-stable.  

Keywords: RuII complexes, structure-function relationship, photochemistry, spectral 

component analysis, hole-transfer, photoreaction 
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1. Introduction 
Transition metals are commonly coordinated with small organic molecules, so called ligands, 
to form transition metal complexes. The complexes exhibit several properties that differs from 
organic molecules. One advantage with metals is the relatively narrow potential range of the 
different oxidation states, (such as MII, MIII, MIV …). Additionally, the large number of 
coordination sites compared to lighter atoms allows for more complex structures with unique 
properties. This is the basis for a lot of the chemical applications of transition metal complexes. 
In this thesis, I have studied such complexes based on ruthenium, and the photophysical, 
photochemical and electrochemical properties arising from coordinating ligands, and the 
connection between structure and function.  

In 1959 the first report on the long lived charge transfer photoluminescence of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ 
(bpy = 2,2’-bipyridine) was published by Paris and Brandt, Scheme 1.1 Following the 
publication, enormous amounts of research hours have been invested in [Ru(bpy)3]2+ and 
structurally similar transition metal complexes to scrutinize the nature of charge-transfer 
transitions and possible uses thereof.2-15 Among these, RuII complexes have received the lion’s 
share of attention,16 in short because of a favorable energy level distribution upon coordination 
of the bpy-type ligands. This often results in prominent absorption in the visible region, long 
lived photoluminescence, and several other attractive properties, vide infra, which are not 
observed in most other transition metal complexes.  

 

Scheme 1. Structure of [Ru(bpy)3]2+,[Ru(phen)3]2+, and [Ru(tpy)2]2+. 

Now, more than half a century after Paris and Brandt’s publication, innumerous mononuclear 
RuII complexes with chromophorica,17 ligands have been synthesized16, 18, 19 (from here on, RuII 

complexes refers to these types of complexes). They are studied in a wide variety of fields; for 
photosensitization in solar energy conversion,20-28 as probes and selective sensors of small 
molecules,29, 30 in photo-catalysis,31-36 for photo-chemotherapy,37, 38 as building blocks in supra-
molecular constructs,16, 39-43 and in molecular electronics.41, 44, 45  

When introducing RuII complexes in a photophysical or photochemical context, it is convenient 
to start off with the archetypical polypyridyl complex [Ru(bpy)3]2+. This octahedral complex 
displays a prominent, broad metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) absorption band centered 
at ~450 nm (ε ~1.4x104 M-1cm-1).18 Upon excitation, an electron is transferred from the metal 

                                                           
a A chromophore [color-lover (from Greek)] is the part of the molecule that is responsible for a given spectral band 
in the absorption spectra.  
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center to one of the ligands, formally yielding [RuIII(bpy)2(bpy-)]2+*. Subsequent to excitation, 
the complex rapidly goes through intersystem crossing to form a triplet state (3MLCT),b 
emitting with a ca 1 µs lifetime (at room temperature in acetonitrile).18 This long lived 3MLCT 
state can in turn act as an energy donor, or electron donor or acceptor, with reversible redox 
chemistry in both the ground and excited state.16, 18, 19  

Taking the bpy-ligand as a framework to build upon, substitution to the ligand backbone is a 
conventional strategy to shift energy levels in the complex to fine-tune redox potentials, 
absorption spectra and photoluminescence properties.15, 18, 46-48 It is, in general, straightforward 
to do so by attaching electron withdrawing or donating groups. Extending the ligand with 
additional conjugated cycles is also common, with phen (phen = 1,10-phenanthroline)49 and tpy 
(tpy = 2,2’:6’,2’’-terpyridine)38, 41, 42, 45, 50, 51 likely being the most studied tricyclic bi- and 
tridentate ligands respectively. Compared to bpy-substitutions, chelation of non-bpy type 
ligands, that are more bulky, or form additional coordination bonds, much larger differences 
can be observed in geometrical structure (such as bond lengths and angles), electrochemical 
and photophysical properties.52-54 

Many of the applications mentioned earlier utilize specific functions, such as the anchoring 
group, which is used to attach complexes to a metal-oxide surface. This is commonly used for 
surface sensitization purposes, as in the dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC)20, 21, 24, where the 
anchoring enables the electron (or energy) donor to be in close proximity to the acceptor. As 
energy and electron transfer rates depend exponentially on distances,55 proximity is typically 
important for high efficiency. By attaching the electron donor and acceptor, the process can be 
several orders of magnitude faster than if in solution, where it is hampered by diffusion. The 
anchoring effectively allows the use of molecules with shorter lived excited states. While a 
general anchoring group can seem simple, determining the anchoring group’s character and 
effect on electron transfer efficiency is a research sub-field of its own.56, 57 In the specific case 
of DSSCs, some of the most efficient cells employ the Ru-dye called N3 or derivatives 
thereof.22  

Another field where RuII complexes are common, related to the fossil fuel predicament, is in 
photocatalysis for solar fuel generation. This photocatalysis can be realized by water splitting 
for hydrogen evolution,33-35, 58-61 or by carbon dioxide reduction into fuels like methanol.62-64 
The many accessible oxidation states of transition metal complexes makes them possible 
candidates as molecular catalysts for such energy demanding reactions. Here, as well as for 
DSSCs, there must be enough of a driving force for the reaction to occur, or the absorbed light 
will be wasted. On the contrary, having a too large overpotential to drive the reaction lowers 
the maximum photon-to-light energy efficiency, as large portions of the energy is dissipated as 
heat. While high enough energy photons can be used to activate a catalyst to drive the reaction 
in a brute force manner, a system relying on direct solar UV-radiation cannot achieve high 
overall photon conversion efficiency.65 In these demanding reactions, the ligand and complex 
structures can aid the reaction by stabilizing intermediates via mechanisms such as 

                                                           
b This lowest excited state behaves as a single 3MLCT state, but is in fact comprised of several degenerate energy 
levels, even at liquid nitrogen temperatures, which have a mixed singlet-triplet character. 
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intramolecular hydrogen-bonding, and by utilizing the available oxidation states of the metal 
center. While my research interests are more towards photophysics and photochemistry, it 
should be mentioned that RuII complexes also are common in (non-photo) catalysis.66-69  

One effect of the octahedral geometry in a complex upon chelation to several different or to 
unsymmetric ligands, is the many possible isomers that can be formed (from the same set of 
ligands). This variety enables stereoselective and enantioselective catalysis schemes70 by the 
complexes, as well as for possible use in supramolecular constructs.16, 42 Another sort of 
isomerism is exhibited with chelated ambidentate ligands,71, 72 such as sulfoxides, where RuII 
preferably coordinates to sulfur and RuIII favors oxygen coordination.73-77 This has led to the 
development of electrochromic complexes, where the removal of an electron from RuII causes 
an isomerization which in turn yields a color change of the complex. Due to the MLCT nature 
of the visible RuII absorption band, some of these complexes also exhibit photoisomerization, 
and are consequently photochromic.44, 74, 77, 78 Apart from shifted absorption spectra, the 
complexes also exhibit large changes in other properties, such as oxidation potential, and these 
complexes have been proposed for use in molecular logic applications.41, 44 

Other elaborate structures have been designed for highly specific sensing of small molecules, 
such as cyanide30 or intracellular thiols.29 The detection is enabled as the reaction with the target 
molecule drastically alters the photoluminescence, which typically is more sensitive to 
structural and environmental changes than absorption. Complexes with environmentally 
sensitive ligand structures, that report on the immediate surroundings of the complexes, as pH79 
or oxygenation,80 have also been examined, again detectable by changes in the 
photoluminescence. Additionally, RuII complexes with planar ligands can enantioselectively 
intercalate into DNA, utilizing the difference in polarity in the bulk and the DNA-helix.81 DNA 
intercalating complexes have been proposed as anti-cancer drugs in photochemotherapy. By 
introducing bulky groups to put strain on the complex, resulting in distorted geometry, a 
complex can become more prone to photo induced ligand loss,38 where the ejected ligand can 
react with DNA and irreversibly damage it, killing the malignant cell.37  

The abovementioned applications utilize different aspects of the structural, photophysical, 
photochemical and electrochemical properties of RuII complexes, depending on what task the 
complex is to perform. Their uses all rely on the ruthenium-ligand interactions and highlight 
the versatility of RuII complexes. The structure of the ligands, their σ-donation and π-
backbonding capabilities, and the way in which they are coordinated to the Ru-center determine 
the properties and function of the complex. Therefore, in a purposeful design of metal-
complexes, it becomes necessary to understand structure-function relationships; how the 
electronic and geometric structure of the ligands affects the structure and properties of the 
complex. This structure-function relationship and its consequences for photophysical and 
photochemical properties is the focus of my thesis. Special attention will be given to 
heterocyclic, polydentate non-polypyridyl ligands, which I choose to call unconventional.  
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2. Background 
2.1. Photophysics and Photochemistry  
Photophysics describe how molecules absorbs light and how the excited state evolves through 
radiative and non-radiative processes, not involving chemical change.17 Photochemistry can be 
seen as an extension to photophysics, and takes off when the photoexcitation results in chemical 
reactions;17 such as breaking or making of chemical bonds, or interactions between molecules, 
like electron transfer or photoinduced reactions.  

2.1.1. Light-matter interactions 
2.1.1.1. Light 
Light is the part of the electromagnetic spectrum covering ultraviolet, visible and infrared 
wavelengths (UV-Vis-NIR), coinciding with the most intense spectral features from the Sun, 
and roughly the part of the spectrum we can see. The energy (E, joule), frequency (f, s-1), speed 
(c, ~3×109 ms-1) and wavelength (λ, m-1) of light are related as:  

𝐸𝐸 = ℎ𝑓𝑓 = ℎ𝑐𝑐/𝜆𝜆 1 
 
Where h is Planck’s constant (6.626×10-23 J s), which is deeply connected with quantum 
mechanics. The constant arose in connection to the theory of quantization of light, resulting in 
the light particle, the photon.  

The electromagnetic wave consist of three vectors: A propagation vector, an electric field 
vector, and a magnetic field vector, where the electric and magnetic fields are orthogonal to 
both each other and the propagation vector, Scheme 2.  

 

Scheme 2. Illustration of electromagnetic wave with electric (blue) and magnetic (red) field vectors 
perpendicular to the propagation direction (black line). 

When the orientation of the electric field vectors of a light beam line up, the light is polarized. 
From most light sources, the orientation is randomized, and the light is non-polarized. The wave 
nature of light also results in possible interference effects. Constructive and destructive 
interference result from the addition of electric field vectors, yield higher or lower intensity of 
the light respectively, and depend on the wavelength, coherence and phase of the wave. For two 
waves that are out of phase by λ/2 but otherwise identical, the sum of their electric vectors 
cancels out, and the intensity is zero. When they are in phase, the resulting electric field is twice 
that of a single wave.  
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2.1.1.2. Matter 
Protons, neutrons and electrons are the smallest constituents of matter which this thesis, and 
chemistry in general, is concerned about. Any given atom has a core of neutrons and protons, 
and electrons in orbits around the nucleus, balancing the positive charge of the protons. The 
atomic orbitals (AOs) are in essence the solutions to the Schrödinger equation for the system, 
but due to the immense complexity of many-electron systems, the only analytical solutions are 
that for one electron systems (H, He+, Li2+ …).82 As a result, a number of assumptions and 
simplifications have been developed. One of the more important assumptions is the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation, which states that nuclear, spin and electron motions can be 
decoupled, due to their different time dependence, as electrons are much lighter than the nucleus 
they move much faster.83 The population of different AO’s is governed by the Aufbau and Pauli 
exclusion principles; which state that the lowest energy orbitals are occupied first, followed by 
higher energy orbitals, and that no orbital can be occupied by more than two electrons with 
opposite spins.83, 84 

These orbitals are 3-dimensional representations of the probability density of where an electron 
can be found, should the orbital be occupied. The atomic orbitals s, p, and d are depicted in 
Scheme 3. For molecules, the molecular orbitals (MOs) can be constructed through linear 
combinations of AOs, leading to hybrid orbitals.83, 85 Following the Pauli exclusion- and Aufbau 
principles, the electronic structure of the molecule can be generated.  

 

Scheme 3. Atomic orbitals, s, p and d. 

Taking formaldehyde, H2CO, as an example, the combination of AOs into MOs result in the 
electronic configuration (ψ), in order of increasing energy:  

𝜓𝜓 = (1𝑠𝑠𝑂𝑂 )2(1𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶 )2(2𝑠𝑠𝑂𝑂 )2(𝜎𝜎𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶)2(𝜎𝜎𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶′ )2(𝜎𝜎𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂)2(𝜋𝜋𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂)2(𝑛𝑛𝑂𝑂 )2(𝜋𝜋𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂∗ )0 2 
 
Which AOs the MOs are generated from is indicated by the subscripts, and the superscript 
indicate the occupancy (number of electrons), where σ and π are shared by more than one atom. 
The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) is thus the non-bonding (𝑛𝑛𝑂𝑂 )2, and the lowest 
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is the anti-bonding (𝜋𝜋𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂∗ )0. Larger molecules have 
myriads of orbitals, and the expressions for the electronic configurations are usually 
abbreviated, and for formaldehyde it becomes:  

𝜓𝜓 = 𝐾𝐾(𝜋𝜋𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂)2(𝑛𝑛𝑂𝑂 )2 3 
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Which is the ground state configuration, and where K denotes the closely bound electrons from 
the terms in Equation 2.  

2.1.1.3. Interaction 
Electromagnetic radiation can perturb a molecule, inducing a transition between two states. For 
electronic transitions to occur, as the promotion of an electron from a lower to a higher energy 
orbital, photon energies in the UV-Vis-NIR regime are commonly required. Photon energies 
that are much higher or lower than that of light correspond to different molecular or nuclear 
transitions. Different wavelength regimes are used in spectroscopic techniques to study nuclear 
magnetic resonances (NMR, radio waves), vibrational transitions (infrared), and crystal 
structures (X-rays). While all these spectroscopic methods are represented in the appended 
publications, my work focus on discerning the electronic transitions, by means of optical 
spectroscopy and electrochemistry. 

For electronic transitions to occur, such as promoting an electron from LUMO to HOMO by 
the absorption of light, the two states must be coupled, i.e. the wave functions must share an 
overlap. A larger coupling element is consistent with a higher probability of the transition to 
occur, which for instance can be observed as a more prominent absorption in optical 
spectroscopy. This can be expressed as the Golden rule:83  

𝑘𝑘 =
2𝜋𝜋
ħ
𝜌𝜌 < 𝜓𝜓1 |𝐻𝐻|𝜓𝜓2 >2 4 

 
Where k is the rate of exchange between the two states, ρ is the density of states that couple to 
the initial state (the degeneracy), ħ is Planck’s constant divided by 2π, and the last term is the 
matrix element coupling the perturbation (H) of the final (ψ2) and initial (ψ1) states. Without 
taking a deep dive into quantum mechanical operators, the Golden rule can be related to the 
probability of a transition to occur based on the similarities between the initial and final states 
while taking into account the perturbing force, H. For light induced transitions, the electric field 
vector (the perturbation) must also be of appropriate alignment for the light to be absorbed.86 
As the absorption of light is dependent on the orientation of the electromagnetic field in relation 
to the transition dipole moment of the molecule, the polarization is important to take into 
account in emission experiments and in samples were the molecules are not randomly 
distributed.c  

Certain transitions are not quantum mechanically allowed, such as the transitions between 
singlet and triplet states. This transition requires a spin-flip to occur, so called intersystem 
crossing, which is spin-forbidden by the first order assumptions made so far. By introducing 
spin-orbit coupling, a component mixing the spin angular momentum and the orbital angular 
momentum of the electron, the total momentum can be preserved during the spin-flip.83 

Transitions are symmetric with respect to direction, which means absorption and emission rates 
both depend on the extent of coupling between the two states involved in the transition.83 In 
                                                           
c The effect of polarization upon absorption and emission is known as anisotropy, but is not included in my work 
or in this thesis, apart from avoiding anisotropic effects.  
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fact, light induced absorption and emission (known as stimulated emission) are equally likely 
upon perturbing the molecule by light of the corresponding wavelength. This symmetry 
provides the fundamental mechanism for lasers (light amplification by stimulated emission 
radiation), which relies on molecular systems where the upper energy level is populated to a 
greater degree than the lower one.84  

2.1.1.4. In the hot spot 
At ambient temperatures, most molecules are in the ground state (GS), as the available energy 
of the surroundings is not high enough to vibrationally excite the molecule. The Boltzmann 
distribution describes the ratio of an upper and a lower energy level:  

𝑁𝑁2
𝑁𝑁1

=
𝑔𝑔2
𝑔𝑔1
𝑒𝑒
𝐸𝐸2−𝐸𝐸1
𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇  5 

 
Where Ni

 is the number of molecules occupying the state of energy Ei, kB is Boltzmann’s 
constant (~1.38x10-23 J/K or ~8.62x10-5 eV/K) and g denotes the degeneracy of the energy level 
at temperature T. This relation can be used to envision just how much energy visible photons 
carry. To equally populate an electronic upper and lower state of a blue absorbing molecule, 
corresponding to 2.75 eV (450 nm), the local temperature would have to be as high as 32 000 
K. As chemical reactions proceed faster with increasing temperature (or more correctly, with 
increasing excess energy), subsequent to absorption of light, molecules are much more reactive.  

2.1.2. Photophysical processes 
An overview of possible transitions can be seen in the Jablonski diagram,86, 87 Scheme 4.  

 

Scheme 4. Jablonski diagram depicting the electronic levels (bold black lines), vibrational levels (red 
lines) and electronic transitions in a molecule. Sx and Tx are singlet and triplet states respectively, A is 
absorption, F is fluorescence, P is phosphorescence, VR is vibrational relaxation, IC is internal 
conversion, ISC is intersystem crossing, and Q is quenching. Solid and dashed lines denote radiative 
(vertical) and non-radiative processes respectively.  

All photonic transitions, i.e. those involving light, occur vertically in the diagram, and it imply 
that no nuclear rearrangement occurs on the timescale of the transition.d,88 These so called 

                                                           
d Absorption proceed on the order of attoseconds  (as), and beyond the time resolution of most equipment. Laser 
spectroscopists have started to elucidate the absorption process with elaborately synthesized as-pulses.  
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vertical transitions are a consequence of the Franck-Condon principle (electronic transitions 
occur much faster than the nuclei can respond), which in turn is a consequence of the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation (electronic and nuclear wave functions can be separated). 

The lowest energy configuration of a molecule is in the vast majority of cases a singlet state, 
S0, and light induced electronic transition (absorption) originates from this state. The spin-
allowed transition from S0 to higher, excited states are to S1, S2, S3 and so forth. In general, 
internal conversion (IC) and dissipation of energy as heat via vibrational relaxation (VR) 
rapidly takes the higher excited states to the vibrationally relaxed S1 state. This state can go 
through radiative decay by photon emission (fluorescence, F), or via non-radiative pathways, 
by IC to S0 or intersystem crossing (ISC) to a triplet state, such as T1. As we saw in the previous 
section, the rate of intersystem crossing is highly dependent on the possibility for spin-orbit 
coupling, which in general increases with increasing atom weight, known as the heavy atom 
effect.83, 89, 90 In fact, molecules with heavy atoms can exhibit intersystem crossing rates far 
exceeding those of other decay paths from the S1 state. T1 in turn can go through ISC or spin-
forbidden emission of a photon (phosphorescence) to end up back in S0. In the vast majority of 
cases, emission from a molecule proceeds by the transition from the lowest accessible state of 
any given multiplicity, such as S1 or T1, to the ground state; an observation known as Kasha’s 
rule.86, 91 

 

Scheme 5. Illustration of transitions involving light: The absorption, fluorescence, triplet absorption and 
phosphorescence (solid) and vibrational transitions contributions (dashed) of an imaginary molecule, as 
constructed from a series of Gaussians.  

The S0-S1 transition likely ends up in the vibrationally excited (or hot) S1, and the S1-S0 
transition likely result in a hot S0. This lead to an anti-symmetry in the absorption and emission 
spectra, known as the mirror image rule, Scheme 5.86 The resulting energy difference between 
the absorption and emission is known as the Stokes-shift,e,86 which is related to the vibrational 
energy spacing. The absorption and emission symmetry is also seen in the absorption strength 
and in the rate constant of emission, both relying on the overlap integral between the states. 
However, while phosphorescence is readily observed for many samples, triplet absorption (S0-
Tx) is in general very weak, and thus not observed.  

                                                           
e Raman scattering, with Stokes and anti-Stokes shifts, is related and shares the energy shift, but proceeds via 
different processes. 
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Experimental chemists usually give the strength of the absorption for molecules in molar 
absorptivity (ε, M-1cm-1). This parameter, ε, is included in the Lambert-Beer’s law of 
absorption:  

𝐴𝐴(𝜆𝜆) = log�
𝐼𝐼0(𝜆𝜆)
𝐼𝐼(𝜆𝜆) � = 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏(𝜆𝜆) 

6 

 
Where the absorption (A), is proportional to the logarithmic ratio between incident (I0) and 
outgoing light (I), depending on wavelength (λ). On the right hand side is the path length of the 
sample container (b), and the concentration (C) of the molecule. For samples with different 
molecules, Lambert-Beer’s law describes the total absorption as a linear combination of the 
individual contributions. 

2.1.3. Photochemical reactions 
While photophysical events keep the molecule intact, photochemical reactions alter the 
molecule. A few common photochemical reactions for the excited molecule (M*) are:  

𝑀𝑀∗ − 𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑛 → 𝑀𝑀 EnT  7 
𝑀𝑀∗ + 𝑒𝑒− → 𝑀𝑀− Reductive ET  8 
𝑀𝑀∗ − 𝑒𝑒− → 𝑀𝑀+ Oxidative ET  9 

 
For bimolecular reactions, the rate of collision, and subsequent reactions are dependent on the 
concentration and diffusion of the molecules as well as the excited state lifetime.  

The excitation energy can also result in the decomposition of the molecule. As an example, the 
excess energy can cause a metal complex (MLx) to eject a ligand (L), which opens a coordination 
site for further reactions:  

𝑀𝑀𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥∗ − 𝐿𝐿 → 𝑀𝑀𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥−1 Ligand loss  10 
 
In several cyclic processes, no net chemistry is attained, such as in photocatalysis or dye 
sensitization schemes. The excess energy of the excited molecule is utilized to either drive a 
current via electron transfer, as in DSSCs,20 or to store the energy in chemical bonds, as in 
photocatalysis.31 While the molecule experiences transient modifications, the initial state is 
regenerated via additional reactions. These kind of cyclic reactions are of major importance in 
the fields related to solar energy conversion.20, 92, 93 

2.1.4. Quantum yields and rates of photoinduced processes  
Consecutive to absorption, the excited state decay depends on all accessible pathways and their 
corresponding rate constants. The quantum yield (Φ) of any given process is defined as the 
number of events per absorbed photons, and ranges from 0 to 1 (for 1-photon-1-event 
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processes).f The lifetime of the excited state (τ), is inversely proportional to the sum of all rate 
constants (ki) of the deactivating processes. These parameters are described by:86  

𝛷𝛷𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 =
𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
∑ 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

 12 

𝜏𝜏 =
1

∑ 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
 13 

 
The rate constants are commonly divided into two categories, radiative (krad) and non-radiative 
(knr). knr includes all processes not involved in the emission of photons, such as internal 
conversion, intersystem crossing, and quenching. The radiative rate constant depends on the 
internal structure of the molecule, and can for all practical purposes be considered temperature 
independent. On the contrary, the non-radiative deactivation of the excited state is highly 
dependent on temperature, as it involves both thermally activated intramolecular deactivation 
and collisional dissipation of the excitation energy. The radiative and non-radiative rate 
constants can be calculated from:86  

𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 =
𝛷𝛷𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

𝜏𝜏
 14 

𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟 =
1 − 𝛷𝛷𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

𝜏𝜏
 15 

 
Quenching of the excited state via bimolecular processes, such as EnT and ET, depends on the 
concentration of the quencher, the quenching rate constant and the excited state lifetime. Triplet 
excited states usually display slower radiative decay than singlet excited states, due to the spin 
forbidden transition.83, 86 As oxygen in the ground state is a triplet, it can quench triplet states 
by forming two singlet states (the quenched and the quencher molecule); in this process, highly 
reactive singlet oxygen is produced. Hence, the excited state lifetime, as well as photostability, 
can be substantially increased for many triplet emitters by de-aerating the sample solution. 
Additionally, the presence of oxygen can promote triplet formation from singlets.90 

Another photochemical reaction is photoinduced isomerization, displayed by molecules such 
as azobenzenes, spiropyrans, and several transition metal complexes with ambidentate ligands 
(ambidentate ligands can coordinate in more than one way).94, 95 In the case the 
photoisomerization is reversible, and can be driven in both directions by light, the distribution 
of isomers A and B when irradiated will depend on the product of the quantum yield of 
isomerization and the molar absorptivities as:  

𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷(𝜆𝜆) =
[𝐴𝐴]𝜆𝜆,𝑡𝑡→∞

[𝐵𝐵]𝜆𝜆,𝑡𝑡→∞
=
𝛷𝛷𝐵𝐵→𝐴𝐴(𝜆𝜆) × 𝑏𝑏𝐵𝐵(𝜆𝜆)
𝛷𝛷𝐴𝐴→𝐵𝐵(𝜆𝜆) × 𝑏𝑏𝐴𝐴(𝜆𝜆)

 16 

 
Where PSD is the photostationary distribution of isomers under continuous irradiation by light 

                                                           
f In cases where several photons are required for one event to occur, the quantum yield is theoretically limited to 
1/n where n is the number of photons required. When several events can proceed from a single excitation, the 
theoretical maximum quantum yield becomes n/1, where n is number of events per excitation.   
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with wavelength λ, Φ is the quantum yield of isomerization in the respective direction. As ε for 
A and B differs, the concentration distribution will depend on irradiation wavelength. 

2.1.5. Non-linear optical effects.  
All the photophysical processes so far have been concerned with single photon interactions, 
while stringently the interaction is described by a power series of the optical susceptibility, 𝜒𝜒:84  

𝑷𝑷 = 𝑏𝑏0(𝜒𝜒1𝑬𝑬 + 𝜒𝜒2𝑬𝑬2 + 𝜒𝜒3𝑬𝑬3 + ⋯ ) 17 
 
Where P is the polarization vector, E is the electric field strength, and ε0 is the permittivity of 
vacuum. As the multi photon interactions depend exponentially on the light intensity per area 
(W m-2), these effects are commonly too small to be of significance in most experiments. 
However, short laser pulses can provide extremely high peak effects. For instance, a 10 mm2, 
100 fs pulse of 1 mJ would peak at 1015 W m-2; in comparison, the solar radiation we receive 
on an ordinary day is on the order 103 W m-2, if we are lucky.  

The interaction of light with the second term in Equation 17, χ2, can be utilized to achieve 
doubling of the light frequency, the so called second harmonic generation (SHG). Third (THG) 
and higher order harmonic generation can also be performed, and in this way a 1000 nm laser 
can provide 500, 333, 250, … nm light as well; however with diminishing returns.84 

2.2. Electron Transfer 
There is a strong connection between photophysical, photochemical and electrochemical 
properties,96 which are all coupled to the electronic structure of the molecule. In 
electrochemistry, for transition metal complexes, the lowest energy oxidation (removal of the 
first electron) is expected to occur from the HOMO, while the lowest energy reduction (addition 
of the first electron) is to the LUMO.18 

Spontaneous electron transfer requires a driving force to occur, which arises as the reduction 
and oxidation potentials of two species differs. The half-cell reactions can be contemplated to 
find suitable electron transfer pairs of electron donors (D/D+) and electron acceptors (A/A-).  
While the process is in principle the same for ground state and excited state molecules, the 
excited state reactivity is usually greatly enhanced due to the excess energy corresponding to 
E00, as seen in the equation for Gibbs free energy of photo induced electron transfer:17 

𝛥𝛥𝐺𝐺0 = 𝑒𝑒 �𝐸𝐸0 �
𝐷𝐷+•

𝐷𝐷
� − 𝐸𝐸0 �

𝐴𝐴
𝐴𝐴−•�� +

𝑧𝑧(𝐷𝐷+•)𝑧𝑧(𝐴𝐴−•)𝑒𝑒2

4𝜋𝜋𝑏𝑏0𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
−
𝑧𝑧(𝐷𝐷)𝑧𝑧(𝐴𝐴)𝑒𝑒2

4𝜋𝜋𝑏𝑏0𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
− 𝐸𝐸00 18 

 
Where ΔG0 is the free energy of the reaction, E0 is the energy of the corresponding half-
reactions, z is the charge, ε0 and εr is the permittivity of vacuum and the relative permittivity of 
the solvent, and r is the distance between A and D after the reaction. E00 is, as previously 
described, the difference between the vibrationally relaxed GS and ES. 

The modern theory of electron transfer was first proposed by Marcus in 195697, and is simply 
called Marcus theory (of electron transfer), although others, like Hush, Closs and Miller also 
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have made major contributions to develop and prove the theory.98, 99 In Marcus-theory, the rate 
of electron transfer, kET, for weakly coupled donor-acceptors is described by:96 

𝑘𝑘𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇 = �
4𝜋𝜋3

ℎ2𝜆𝜆𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇
𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷𝐴𝐴2 × 𝑒𝑒

−(𝛥𝛥𝐺𝐺0+𝜆𝜆)2
4𝜆𝜆𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇  19 

 
Where λ is the reorganization energy, and 𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷𝐴𝐴 is the electronic coupling between the two states. 
The parameters in the exponent can be interpreted from the potential energy surface diagram, 
Scheme 6.  In these diagrams, the energy of the different states are plotted versus a reaction 
coordinate, for instance the distance between the donor and acceptor.  

 

Scheme 6. Illustration of energy parabolas for an electron donor (D) and three electron acceptors (A). 
The free energy of reaction (ΔG0), reorganization energy (λ) and free energy of activation (ΔG‡, see 
Equation 20 below) are marked in the figure. The three acceptor parabolas are chosen so that 1) ΔG0 < 
λ, ΔG0 = λ, 2) ΔG‡ = 0, and 3) ΔG0 > λ. The couple D-A3 is in the inverted region.   

As the charge distribution in the molecule changes during the reaction, the solvent (outer 
components) and molecular bonds (inner components) rearranges, corresponding to the 
reorganization energy (λ = λIn + λOut). While λIn is dependent on the reaction, λOut is dependent 
on the reaction as well as the solvent polarity.96 Accounting for the reorganization energy, the 
free energy of activation, ΔG‡, becomes:  

∆𝐺𝐺‡ =
(𝛥𝛥𝐺𝐺0 − 𝜆𝜆)2

4𝜆𝜆𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇
∝ −ln(𝑘𝑘𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇) 20 

 
The reorganization energy in ET can also be related to asymmetry in absorption and emission 
energies. As the correct nuclear coordinates must be adopted prior to vertical transitions, 
absorption by necessity requires more energy than is emitted subsequent to nuclear 
rearrangements.100  

The Marcus theory predicts unintuitive effects when the driving force becomes increasingly 
negative, 𝛥𝛥𝐺𝐺0 < −𝜆𝜆, resulting in a slower rate of electron transfer, as can be interpreted from 
Equation 20. The prediction of the inverted region, predated the experimental proof by ca 30 
years,99 and subsequent to this, Marcus was awarded with the Nobel Prize. 
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2.3. RuII complexes  
2.3.1. Electronic structure of archetypical RuII complexes 

The much studied ruthenium complex [Ru(bpy)3]2+ display remarkably rich photophysical, 
photochemical and electrochemical properties. To understand how these properties arise one 
needs to look closer to the electronic structure of the complex, from where the properties 
originate.  

The uncoordinated Ru-atom has 5 degenerate d-orbitals, but this degeneracy is broken upon 
chelation with the bpy-ligands, producing a octahedral complex, and the resulting energy levels 
are depicted in Scheme 7.85  

 

Scheme 7. Illustration of energy levels in [Ru(bpy)3]2+. Subscript M and L are for metal and ligand 
associated orbitals, respectively. Transitions indicated by red arrows, ordered in energy difference from 
left to right.  

The resulting Ru2+ complex has a fairly large energy splitting between the filled and empty 
orbitals, with a high electron density being localized on the metal center in the HOMO (𝜋𝜋𝑀𝑀).16, 

18, 19  On the contrary, the LUMO (𝜋𝜋𝐿𝐿∗) is ligand localized, resulting in the HOMO–LUMO 
transition being a metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT), Scheme 7. Subsequent to the MLCT 
transition, the complex has a formally reduced bpy and an oxidized Ru-center, [RuIII(bpy)2(bpy-

)]*2+.16, 18, 19 This lowest energy transition has a broad absorption feature with fairly strong 
absorption in the blue region, centered at ca 450 nm, Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1. Absorption (ε) and emission spectra (IEm) of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ in acetonitrile. Transitions from 
Scheme 7 indicated in figure.  
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The charge nature of the transition is coupled to a high transition dipole moment, attributed to 
the high molar absorptivity of the transition as compared to many other transition-metal 
transitions; however, this is still lower than the 𝜋𝜋–𝜋𝜋∗ transitions of many conjugated organic 
compounds, like the ligand-centered (LC) transition in bpy. Additional absorption features arise 
due to metal-centered (MC), and LC transitions, which do not involve a charge transfer by 
excitation.16, 18, 19 

Upon excitation, the large spin-orbit coupling in the presence of the heavy Ru-atom induces a 
rapid (<50 fs) intersystem crossing,101  followed by relaxation to the lowest excited triplet state 
(~ 1 ps, depending on solvent),102 yielding a triplet MLCT state (3MLCT). The 3MLCT state 
can subsequently thermally populate the 3MC state, or decay to the GS via either radiative or 
non-radiative processes, Scheme 8.18, 19 At lower temperatures, the Boltzmann distribution 
between the two forms can be suppressed by slowing down the kinetics of surface crossing, 
according to the Arrhenius equation for rate constants of activated processes. The 3MC state is 
non-emissive and commonly involved in photochemical reactions, specifically ligand loss 
reactions that can occur because of elongated coordination bonds (nuclear coordinate in Scheme 
8).18, 103  

 

Scheme 8. Projected potential energy surfaces for the ground state (GS), triplet metal-to-ligand charge 
transfer (3MLCT) and triplet metal-centered (3MC) states of two RuII complexes. A small 3MLCT-3MC 
splitting and displacement in the left result in fast surface crossing (kIC), resulting in lower quantum 
yield of emission as krad is comparably small. Subsequent to surface crossing, intersystem crossing to 
the ground state (kISC) or reaction (kreaction, such as ligand loss). In the right picture, the uphill process in 
the right figure indicate a significantly slower population of the 3MC state. A larger displacement in the 
3MC state suggests higher likelihood of ligand loss reactions. 

The excited state lifetime, emission quantum yield and photostability of a RuII complex are thus 
strongly dependent on the energy difference and geometrical displacement between the 3MLCT 
and 3MC states. RuII complexes with a small 3MLCT-3MC energy difference, left side of 
Scheme 8, usually display fast deactivation of the excited state.18, 51, 103 However, if the 3MC 
state is substantially distorted, the activation barrier can be high even if the process is 
isoenergetic, or even downhill.104  In contrast to closely spaced 3MLCT and 3MC states, 
complexes displaying destabilized 3MC states, right side of Scheme 8, commonly have longer 
lived 3MLCT states displaying higher quantum yield of emission. Furthermore, for transition 
metal complexes in general, the energy gap law predicts that the excited state lifetime decreases 
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exponentially with the decrease in emission energy, i.e. the energy gap between the ES and 
GS.105, 106 

2.3.2. Structural influences on the excited state manifold  
By substitutions to the bpy-ligand with electron withdrawing or donating groups (EWGs or 
EDGs) the energy of the molecular orbitals can be changed.18, 46-48, 107 Three ligands structurally 
similar to bpy are dmb (4,4’-dimetyhyl-2,2’-bipyridine), phen (1,10’-phenanthroline) and deeb 
(4,4’-diethyl ester-2,2’-bipyridine), Scheme 9. By withdrawing electron density from the π*-
system of the ligand, the MLCT state can be stabilized as the electron affinity increases; and 
vice versa for EDGs. In many cases, the effects can also be observed electrochemically as a 
change in the reduction potential (Ru2+/+), or spectroscopically as a blue- or red-shifted 
absorption. Consequently, if the complex exhibit MLCT emission, the emission spectrum 
should also be shifted. While the emission, according to Kasha’s rule, originates from the 
lowest excited state, the EWG or EDG effect is in general easier to observe for emission 
compared to absorption, as the absorption spectrum is usually cluttered with several 
overlapping transitions.91, 96 The photophysical and electrochemical properties of some 
common RuII complexes are summarized in Table 1 for comparisons.  

 

Scheme 9. Ligand structure of dmb, phen and deeb. 

Another effect of substituents is the size of the conjugated π-system; where the larger one can 
delocalize the charge over a larger volume upon MLCT transitions. The larger electron transfer 
route causes an increased transition dipole moment, in turn increasing the molar absorptivity, 
as the absorption is proportional to the square of the transition dipole moment. In addition, an 
extended π-system can also stabilize the 3MLCT state.54, 108, 109  

Table 1. Photophysical and electrochemical properties for several common RuII complexes. Oxidation 
(EOx, Ru3+/2+) and reduction potential (ERed, Ru2+/+) versus Fc0/+ couple, wavelength of maximum 
absorption in visible region (λAbs) and emission maximum (λEm), in acetonitrile at ambient temperatures. 
All references from the extensive collection of Juris and coworkers,18  unless otherwise noted.  

Compound 
λAbs /nm  

(ε /M-1cm-1) 
λEm /nm  

(Φ, τ /μs) 
EOx /V  ERed /V 

[Ru(bpy)3]2+ 452 (13 000) 611 (0.059, 0.89) +0.91 -1.71 
[Ru(dmb)3]2+ 450 (17 000) 625 (0.041, 0.78) +0.71 -1.84 
[Ru(phen)3]2+ 442 (18 400) 604 (0.028, 0.46) +1.02 1.79 
[Ru(deeb)3]2+ 467 (22 700)110 626 (0.130, 2.10)110 +1.01 -1.34 
[Ru(tpy)2]2+ 474 (14 600) 629111 (<10-5,111 0.25×10-3) +0.92111 -1.67111 

[Ru(dqp)2]2+ 52 490 (14 000) 700 (0.02, 3.0) +0.71 -1.70 
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The 3MC state can also be shifted by altering the ligand field strength, decreasing or increasing 
the splitting between the t2g and eg orbitals of the coordinated Ru-atom. This can be brought 
about by altering the coordination geometry, where a more octahedral complex destabilizes the 
eg orbitals associated with 3MC states.85, 112 Additionally, this energy splitting is also dependent 
on the σ- and π-bonding capabilities of the ligands, where good π-acceptors lower the 3MLCT 
associated t2g orbitals, and strong σ-donors rise the energy of eg.111, 113 The adding/withdrawing 
of electron density to/from the metal center is also reflected by the Ru3+/2+ potential. 

When coordinating phen, the ligand is more rigid than bpy-type ligands without the additional 
cycle, which forces the ligand to be more planar when chelated. The rigidity and planarity of 
the ligand will affect the Ru-N bond lengths as well as the bite-angles (N-Ru-N). In turn altering 
the energy of the 3MC and 3MLCT states respectively, and the energy splitting between these 
states.19, 53, 109  

So far, mainly homoleptic – indicating that all ligands are the same – complexes with bidentate 
diimine (N,N) ligands have been discussed, with the principal composition [Ru(N,N)3]2+. Other 
motifs, like the tridentate (N,N,N), tpy (2,2’:6’,2’’-terpyridine) or dqp (2,6-
di(quinoline)pyridine), Scheme 10, can result in drastic change to the coordination geometry as 
well as ground and excited state properties. The two homoleptic complexes, [Ru(tpy)2]2+ and 
[Ru(dqp)2]2+ display more than 4 orders of magnitude difference in excited state lifetime, Table 
1.52, 111 The very short lifetime in [Ru(tpy)2]2+ has been ascribed to unfavorable bite angles and 
σ-donation, resulting in easily accessible 3MC states.50, 111 Complexes with higher denticity, the 
number of coordination sites per ligand, usually exhibit less photoinduced ligand losses, simply 
due to the increased number of binding sites and possibility to re-coordinate.  

 

Scheme 10. Ligand structure of tpy and dqp. 

2.3.3. Diasteromerism and induced isomerization  
Coordinating symmetric bidentate ligands, A-A, to Ru results in homoleptic complexes with 
two isomers, Δ and Λ, which are enantiomers (mirror images of one another). While the 
interaction with other chiral molecules or circularly polarized light differ between the two 
isomers, other differences in their physical properties are generally indistinguishable. With 
unsymmetric ligands like 8-QPy,g,112 with the general formula A-B, there are also the possibility 
of having the meridional (mer) or facial (fac) isomers, which have different trans- and cis- 
substituents, Scheme 11.  

                                                           
g 8-QPy is used to illustrate an unsymmetric ligand upon coordination, however, it is too sterically hindered to 
form homoleptic complexes. 
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Scheme 11. (Left) Symmetrical and unsymmetrical ligands when coordinated, with mirror planes 
(dotted). (Right) Illustration of mer and fac isomers.  

For the fac isomer, all A are placed opposite to a B, while for the mer isomer the result is one 
of each of A-A, A-B, and B-B trans-coordination. Depending on the nature of the ligands, 
properties such as oxidation potential, absorption spectra and excited state lifetime can differ 
substantially between the mer and fac isomers, contrary to the enantiomers.114, 115 

In the case with ambidentate ligands, a perturbation can lead to a rearrangement of the 
coordination sphere. This is observed for Ru-coordinated dimethyl-sulfoxide (dmso), which can 
be either O- or S-chelated, and were the linkage-isomerization can be induced either by 
irradiation or electrochemically, Scheme 12.73, 75, 94, 116 

 

Scheme 12. Photoinduced S-/O-isomerization in Ru-dmso complex; forward reaction initiated by light, 
and thermal reversion.  

The thermodynamically favored S-coordinated isomer is hence rearranged into the higher 
energy O-coordinated isomer. The O-coordinated state will reverse into the thermodynamically 
favored state given enough time.94 However, if the reaction activation energy barrier is much 
higher than the available energy (i.e. 𝛥𝛥𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟 ≫ 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇), the state can be kinetically trapped for 
extended periods of time, as seen for several polydentate ligands.77, 117  
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3. Methods and techniques 
3.1. Absorption spectroscopy 
In this thesis, three different electronic absorption spectroscopy techniques have been used, all 
in the UV-Vis-NIR region: 1) Steady-state absorption, 2) absorption-coupled photolysis, and 
3) transient absorption.  

3.1.1. Steady state absorption spectroscopy  
The experimental setup for steady state absorption measurements is presented in Scheme 13. 
The wavelengths of interest were selected by a monochromator from the spectrum of a broad-
band (white) light source. The intensity of the light before and after the sample were detected 
with photodiode detectors, whereby the spectra were recorded. Inherent solvent absorption was 
corrected by subtracting the baseline.  

 

Scheme 13. Steady state absorption experimental setup. 

3.1.2. Absorption-coupled Photolysis 
The spectral response to irradiation with time was followed by recording the absorption spectra, 
or single wavelengths, over time during continuous irradiation. The simultaneous irradiation 
and detection of absorption were carried out by introducing an additional light source 
perpendicular to the probe light in Scheme 13. The irradiation was provided by either narrow 
wavelength light sources as hand held lasers or LEDs, or a Xe-arc lamp with appropriately 
chosen filters.  

3.1.3. Transient absorption spectroscopy 
Transient absorption (TA) was performed to probe absorption of the excited sample, and record 
difference absorption spectra, ΔA; where the difference in absorption arises due to different 
molar absorptivities of the ground and excited states (𝑏𝑏𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 ≠ 𝑏𝑏𝐺𝐺𝐸𝐸). Positive features occur where 
𝑏𝑏𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 > 𝑏𝑏𝐺𝐺𝐸𝐸 (excited state absorption) and negative features (ground state bleaching) are 
conversely appearing where 𝑏𝑏𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 < 𝑏𝑏𝐺𝐺𝐸𝐸. By changing the time delay between the excitation 
(pump) and detection (probe) light, the time evolution of the excited state absorption was 
recorded.  

Two different TA setups were used, based on the excited state of interest; 1) ~7 ns fwhm pulse 
width, for ns-ms time regime, 2) ~100 fs fwhm pulse width, for ps-ns excited state lifetimes. 
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The fs-TA setup is displayed in Scheme 14; the ns-TA setup was assembled in a similar fashion, 
but some of the components are not needed, see descriptions below.  

The ns-TA setup consisted of a Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm, 7 ns fwhm, 10 Hz) , and wavelengths 
for excitation were provided by second and third harmonic generation (SHG 532 nm, THG 355 
nm). A tungsten lamp (250 W) provided the probe-light, and the transient signals were detected 
by either a CCD camera or a photo-multiplier tube (PMT). In both cases, the time resolution 
was achieved on the detection side, by electronic components. For detection with the PMT, 
monochromators were used before and after the sample to select probe wavelengths. CCD 
cameras can detect a full spectra at once, by diffracting the incoming light over a multi-channel 
detector array.  

 

Scheme 14. Pump-probe experimental setup for transient absorption measurements. 

In the fs-TA setup, the initial pulses (120 fs, 800 nm, 82 MHz, 800 mW) were provided by 
pumping a Ti:Sapphire with a Millenia laser. This seed beam was amplified in a Spitfire 
pumped by an additional Nd:YLF laser (Evolution). The resulting beam (120 fs, 800 nm, 1 kHz, 
800 mW) was split into two beams; one for producing the pump and one for the probe light. 
The pump beam was generated in an optical parametric oscillator (TOPAS), and subsequently 
lead through a chopper, as to allow measuring with and without the pulse. The timing between 
the pump and probe was controlled by changing the path length of the pump beam with a delay 
line. The probe light was generated in a CaF2-plate by white light generation, with a spectral 
distribution ranging from 800 nm down to ca 380 nm. The probe was further split into two 
beams, and directed trough the sample, one that was overlapping with the pump and one that 
was not, into two optical fibers leading to a CCD camera. This resulted in a total of 4 spectra 
(pump on/off, pump present/absent), where the detection with the pump absent was used for 
correcting for pulse-to-pulse variations. Measurements were performed at the magic angle 
(54.7°) to avoid anisotropic effects.  

3.2. Emission spectroscopy 
3.2.1. Steady state emission spectroscopy.  
Steady state emission spectra were recorded in a setup depicted in Scheme 15. The wavelength 
resolution was achieved by two monochromators. Collection of emission spectra was done by 
sweeping the emission monochromator, while excitation spectra were collected by scanning the 
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excitation monochromator. The excitation light was provided by a Xe-arc lamp and the 
detection was performed with a PMT. Correction for wavelength dependent detector response 
was performed. 86 

 

Scheme 15. Illustration of typical steady state emission spectroscopy setup. 

3.2.2. Time resolved emission spectroscopy.  
Time resolved emission was recorded using a time-correlated single photon counting (TC-SPC) 
setup, Scheme 16. As the name suggest, the TC-SPC setup detects a single photon at a time, 
and measure the time between the excitation pulse (start-signal) and the detected photon (stop-
signal). For description of the electronic detection and signal converting system, see e.g. 
Principles of fluorescence spectroscopy by Lakowicz.86 

 

Scheme 16. Simplified TC-SPC setup. 

Excitation light was provided by high repetition rate pulsed diode lasers, and the emitted light 
was detected at right angle to the excitation light. To avoid over-counting,86 the detection rate 
was always kept below 1% of the pulse repetition rate. Instrumental response functions were 
recorded at the excitation wavelength with a scattering solution.  
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3.3. Relative actinometry 
Quantum yields (Φ) were estimated using relative actinometry by relating the recorded signal 
from the sample to a reference compound with known quantum yield. Both reference and 
sample were set to the same initial absorption. 

3.3.1. Emission quantum yields  
For emission quantum yields, reference molecules were chosen to have similar absorption and 
emission spectra as the sample molecule, to minimize errors arising from the wavelength 
dependence of the apparatus. The quantum yield was calculated from:86 

𝛷𝛷 = 𝛷𝛷𝑅𝑅
∫ 𝐼𝐼(𝑣𝑣)∞
0 𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣

∫ 𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑅(𝑣𝑣)∞
0 𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣

𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅
𝐴𝐴
𝑛𝑛2

𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑅2
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Where the integrals are the integrated emission quanta, A the absorbances, and n the refractive 
indices for the sample and the reference. The indices of refraction are used to correct for the 
amount of light originating from a point source reaching the detector.h  

3.3.2. Quantum yield of photochemical reactions 
Determination of photochemical quantum yields were calculated from:  

𝛷𝛷 =
𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

 
∫ 𝐼𝐼(𝑣𝑣)𝑣𝑣2
𝑣𝑣1

𝛷𝛷𝑅𝑅(𝑣𝑣)𝑏𝑏𝑅𝑅(𝑣𝑣) 𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣

∫ 𝐼𝐼(𝑣𝑣)𝑣𝑣2
𝑣𝑣1

𝑏𝑏(𝑣𝑣) 𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣
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𝑑𝑑[𝑏𝑏]
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= −𝑘𝑘[𝑏𝑏]  23 

 
The concentration change during continuous irradiation was followed by the change in 
absorption, knowing the individual ε, yielding the rate constants (k).   

3.4. Electrochemistry 
Electrochemical measurements were carried out in a conventional three-electrode setup; with a 
working, a counter and a reference electrode; a heavy, but all-inclusive book on the subject is 
published by Bard and Faulkner.118 Ferrocene was added subsequent to measurements and the 
ferrocene/ferrocenium couple (Fc0/+) was recorded as an internal standard. Two different 
potential step procedures were used, cyclic voltammetry (CV) and differential pulse 
voltammetry (DPV).  

CV voltammograms were recorded by sweeping the potential linearly over complete cycles 
several times. For the reversible redox events, the potentials were reported as the mean value 
of the anodic and cathodic peak. Irreversible redox behavior were examined by DPV. 

                                                           
h The same equation in Paper II has a typo, where the subscript for refractive index is in the numerator.  
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3.5. Data analysis 
3.5.1. Excited state decay fitting 
Time resolved emission and transient absorption decays were fitted to exponential functions in 
Igor or Matlab. Most often, fitting the decays to a mono-exponential model resulted in satisfying 
fits:  

𝐼𝐼(𝑑𝑑) = 𝐼𝐼0𝑒𝑒−𝑡𝑡/𝜏𝜏 24 
 
Where the intensity at time t (I(t)) is related to the intensity at the time of the pulse (I0) and 
decaying with time, dependent on τ. In the case where the pulse was only moderately shorter 
than the excited state decay, a deconvolution procedure was employed, using the FluoFit 
software package (PicoQuant).  

3.5.2. Spectral component analysis.  
The low temperature emission spectra were fitted to a series of Gaussian functions, according 
to the procedure of Meyer and coworkers:103, 105, 109, 119 
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Where I(ν) is the intensity, E00 is the energy of the 0-0-transition and ν1/2 is the full width at half 
maximum (fwhm) of the Gaussians. Subscripts M and L denotes medium and low frequency 
vibrational modes, and ni is the vibrational state quantum number, νi is the energy, Si is the 
Huang-Rhys factor. Si is related to the nuclear distortion between the ground and excited states, 
where 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 = 𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖/𝜈𝜈𝑖𝑖, λi being the reorganization energy. 
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4. Results and discussions 
In the following sections, I present selected results from my studies of RuII complexes and their 
structure-function relationships. I have focused on the photophysical, photochemical and 
electrochemical properties of the complexes, and data I have collected myself. Data relating to 
TD-DFT calculations and non-optical spectroscopy (NMR, MS, X-ray structures) have been 
collected by co-authors and are included to a lesser extent. The reader is referred to the 
appended papers for the structural characterization. 

The research has been largely oriented toward, and motivated by, solar energy conversion; for 
sensitized processes (mainly DSSCs), or for photochemical energy storage. Fundamental 
understanding of how structure and function is coupled would allow design of complexes to 
increase the efficiency of the DSSC or of photocatalytic processes. For this purposes, the 
relevant functions of the complex are: light harvesting capabilities, the spectral shape and molar 
absorptivity; excited state reactivity, both in respect to specific reactions and photo-stability; 
emissive properties, like spectral shape, quantum yield and lifetime; and electrochemical 
properties, such as redox potentials for use as electron donor or acceptor.  

The chapters are divided into this set of functions: 1) structures, 2) absorption and 
electrochemistry (ground state electronic structure), 3) excited state properties, and 4) a short 
summary of the study. The collected results are mainly contrasted to the prototypical 
[Ru(bpy)3]2+ and [Ru(tpy)3]2+, as well as those mentioned in the RuII background chapter.  

4.1. Coordinating 3,3’-connected ligands  
This section is based on the study in Paper I, and the complexes reported therein. Additionally, 
femtosecond transient absorption data, not included in the publication, is presented.   

4.1.1. Structures 
As discussed in the previous sections, substitutions to the 4,4’-positions of bpy-type ligands 
have been performed extensively, while similar 3,3’-substitutions have not been explored to the 
same extent. Substitutions in the 3,3’-positions result in large steric interactions due to the 
proximity of the substituents, and forces the pyridines out of plane to one another, Scheme 17. 
One example was presented by Chabolla et al., which compared methyl substituted bpy in the 
3,3’ and 5,5’ positions in Rh(3,3’-methyl-2,2’-bpy)(CO)3Cl and Rh(5,5’-methyl-2,2’-
bpy)(CO)3Cl. The dihedral angles were found to be 42.7 and 1.7° respectively, also substantially 
affecting the C-C bond length connecting the pyridine rings (1.502 vs 1.469 Å).120  

Additionally, large deviations in planarity cause distorted bond lengths and dihedral angles, in 
turn associated with stabilized 3MC states and a short lived excited state and low 
photostability.19, 103 One way to circumvent the lost planarity can be managed by connecting 
the 3,3’-positions, as with a ketone, Scheme 17.121, 122 By locking the 3,3’-position in relation 
to one-another, the pyridines are forced into the same plane. However, by connecting the back-
side of the bpy-ligand, the bite-angle (N-Ru-N) is increased, due to the ketone pulling the C3’s 
together.  
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Scheme 17. Steric interaction between 3,3’-substituents, and ligand structures of 3,3’-methyl-2,2’-
bipyridine (3-dmb) and 4,5-diazafluoren-9-one (dafo). 

The ketone of the dafo ligand allow for further chemical modifications, and in the study of 
Paper I, three derivatives were examined. These ligands all contained a dithiole motif with 
varying thioether substituents, btc (thio-cyano), btm (thio-methyl) and btt (thio-thio), Scheme 
18. The notion btx is used to refer to all ligands. The ligands were combined with either bpy or 
deeb to form the six complexes, [Ru(bpy)2(btx)]2+ and [Ru(deeb)2(btx)]2+, with the intent to 
produce high-extinction coefficient dyes for solar harvesting purposes. 

 
Scheme 18. Molecular structures of 3,3’-connected (btx) ligands: btc, btm, and btt. 

One of these, [Ru(bpy)2(btc)]2+ was characterized by X-ray crystallography. The Ru-N bonds 
for the btc ligand were substantially longer than those for the Ru-N distances to bpy; 
2.134/2.139 Å compared to 2.059/2.051 Å and 2.052/2.060 Å for the two bpy ligands. As 
expected, the bite-angles increased (82.5° compared to 78.5° and 78.9° for bpy), and the 3,3’-
connection forced the bonds in the 5-membered ring to be contracted compared to other C-C 
bonds. The bpy-ligands themselves did show some deviations in bond lengths compared to 
[Ru(bpy)3]2+ (on average 2.060 Å), with a shortening of the bonds trans to btc. The similarity 
between the ligands in the btx-series, and the shear distance (8-bonds) to the non-equivalent 
parts, suggest that similar structures would be observed for the other complexes, should they 
form crystals. The longer bond lengths for btc can be understood in terms of both expanded bite 
angle, altering the orbital overlap, but also in poorer π-accepting capability of the ligand due to 
the sulfur-rich EDG. 

4.1.2. Absorption and electrochemical properties 
The sulfur rich ligands absorbed strongly with λmax around 400-430, with molar absorptivities 
on the order of 2×104 M-1cm-1. The resulting complexes also exhibited strong visible light 
absorption, with molar absorptivities several times larger than [Ru(bpy)3]2+, Table 2 and Figure 
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2. TD-DFT calculations indicated that for all [Ru(deeb)2(btx)]2+ complexes, HOMO were 
localized on the btx ligand, and lower lying orbitals displayed larger electron densities on the 
metal. The calculations displayed LUMOs that were localized on the bpy or deeb ligands 
respectively. Consequently, the lowest energy transition appeared as ligand-ligand transitions, 
followed by, at higher energies, MLCT transitions. As the remarkably strong absorption were 
larger than just the sum of the parts, it was ascribed to large contribution from intra-ligand as 
well as inter-ligand transitions on top of the MLCT absorption. 

Table 2. Maximum absorption wavelength (λAbs) and molar absorptivities (ε) for complexes with btc, 
btm, and btt ligands in acetonitrile at room temperature. 

Compound λAbs /nm (ε /M-1cm-1) EOx /V vs Fc0/+ a ERed /V vs Fc0/+ a 
[Ru(bpy)2(btc)]2+ 468 (32 000) +0.85 - 
[Ru(bpy)2(btm)]2+ 440 (31 700) - - 
[Ru(bpy)2(btt)]2+ 457 (30 200) - - 

[Ru(deeb)2(btc)]2+ 470 (44 300) +0.88, +1.16 -1.6 
[Ru(deeb)2(btm)]2+ 475 (40 300) - - 
[Ru(deeb)2(btt)]2+ 483 (46 800) - - 

a Values from reference.121 

 

Figure 2. Absorption spectra of [Ru(bpy)2(btx)]2+ (left) and [Ru(deeb)2(btx)]2+ (right) complexes in neat 
acetonitrile: btx being btc, btm or btt. 

While the redox properties of the complexes were not measured, a previous publication report 
on the electrochemistry of [Ru(bpy)2(btc)]2+ (EOx +0.85 vs Fc0/+) and [Ru(deeb)2(btc)]2+ (EOx 
+0.88, +1.16 and ERed -1.6 V vs Fc0/+) is cited.121 The Ru3+/2+ couple for both complexes are 
somewhat shifted to less positive potential potentials compared to the corresponding 
[Ru(N,N)3]2+. 

4.1.3. Excited state properties 
With expanded bite-angles, elongated Ru-N bond distances, and calculations suggesting 
LUMOs having little MLCT character, the excited state lifetimes were, as could be expected, 
short (< 10 ns). Consequently, no characteristic MLCT-emission was observed at room 
temperature. At -40 °C, the transient absorption of [Ru(deeb)2(btm)]2+ and [Ru(deeb)2(btt)]2+ 
resembled typical 3MLCT states, with ground state bleaches between 400-500 nm, a positive 
feature below 400 nm and a weak positive absorption above 500 nm.  
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This is contrasted by femtosecond transient absorption (not included in appended papers) on 
[Ru(deeb)2(btt)]2+ in acetonitrile at ambient temperature, which displayed an intense excited 
state absorption centered at ca 500 nm, Figure 3. This feature decayed on similar time scale as 
the ground state bleach, but with different contribution to ΔA, and became red-shifted by 10-
15 nm during its bi-exponential decay. [Ru(deeb)2(btm)]2+ displayed a similar decay but with 
lower intensity. This shifting of the ES absorption indicated that more than one process occurs, 
and the time scale is likely too long to be due to vibrational relaxation (the spectra has not been 
corrected for chirp,i which progressed over the full spectra in ~1 ps).   

 

Figure 3. fs-TA of [Ru(deeb)2(btt)]2+ in acetonitrile, excited at 475 nm. Inset of single wavelength 
kinetics. (A data point at 800 ps were removed due to pulse fall-out).  

Upon further cooling to liquid nitrogen temperatures typical MLCT emission was observed for 
all of the complexes. For [Ru(deeb)2(btx)]2+ the emission was characteristic of a deeb-localized 
MLCT emissive state, with no significant deviations in the spectral shape between the three 
complexes, Figure 4 and Table 3. Additionally, only minor variations in the excited state 
lifetimes were seen (6.1-7.3 μs), which is shorter than that of [Ru(deeb)3]2+.18 While the ester 
groups in deeb lowers the π* levels sufficiently for the excited state to be exclusively deeb-
localized, the excited state of [Ru(bpy)2(btx)]2+ was not found to be bpy-localized. As a result, 
the btx and bpy ligand energies are closer spaced, in turn affecting the emission spectra. Within 
this series of bpy-complexes, significant dissimilarities in emission spectral shape was 
observed, where these complexes display more structured spectra than corresponding deeb-
complexes.  

Table 3. Emission properties of complexes with btc, btm, and btt ligands at liquid nitrogen temperatures. 

Compound a λEm /nm b τ /μs 
[Ru(bpy)2(btc)]2+ 602 6.2 
[Ru(bpy)2(btm)]2+ 612 5.0 
[Ru(bpy)2(btt)]2+ 608 3.6 

[Ru(deeb)2(btc)]2+ 613 6.1 
[Ru(deeb)2(btm)]2+ 614 7.2 
[Ru(deeb)2(btt)]2+ 615 7.3 

a Spectra at 80 K in 2-MeTHF and b lifetime at 77 K in 1:4 MeOH:EtOH.  

                                                           
i Chirp is the phenomena where different wavelengths arrives at different times due to the speed of light in media 
being wavelength dependent.  
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Figure 4. Normalized, corrected photoluminescence spectra of (left) [Ru(deeb)2(btx)]2+ and (right) 
[Ru(bpy)2(btx)]2+ complexes at 80 K in solid matrix of 2-methyl-tetrahydrofuran.  

By spectral component analysis of the emission spectra for the deeb-complexes, the emission 
could be fitted to a series of Gaussians according to Equation 18; with E00 ~16 600 cm-1, Sm 
~0.7, and vM ~1350 cm-1. The vibrational progression was in line with what is typically reported 
for complexes similar to [Ru(bpy)3]2+;123 as was also evident from inspection of the emission 
spectra. The red-shifted E00, compared to [Ru(bpy)3]2+, is also expected due to the electron 
withdrawing ester groups. The variation in the parameters between the complexes was within 
the error-margin of the procedure. However, the same could not be done for [Ru(bpy)2(btx)]2+; 
the additional structure, compared to [Ru(bpy)3]2+, would require additional vibrational modes 
for the model to fit, as to account for additional accepting frequencies of the less localized ES, 
indicated by Figure 4.  

4.1.3.1. Surface sensitization – Hole-transfer on TiO2 films 
The ester groups of the deeb ligand enabled anchoring of [Ru(deeb)2(btx)]2+ to nanocrystalline 
TiO2. Upon excitation in the visible region, electron injection into TiO2 was observed, with 
moderate injection yield (< 20%). The transient absorption spectra revealed, in addition to the 
expected ground state bleach, a strong transient absorption at ca 520 nm. This absorption was 
ascribed to the oxidized btx ligands, as assigned from a quenching study with [Ru(2,2’-
bipyrazine)3]2+; where the free ligands were oxidized in solution by the excited Ru-complex 
and measured with transient absorption (see Paper I for details). By MLCT-excitation of 
[Ru(deeb)2(btx)]2+ anchored to TiO2, an electron is removed from the Ru2+, yielding Ru3+; the 
hole on Ru3+ can subsequently be transferred to the btx ligand, explaining the strong transient 
absorption at 520 nm. This intra-molecular hole-transfer resulted in very long lived, non-
exponential, charge separated states (present for 100’s of μs), which is beneficial for efficient 
charge collection in dye-sensitized setups.  

The hole-transfer was not observed in acetonitrile at -40 °C, which displayed no significant 
transient absorption signal around 520 nm (the transient spectra are in the SI for Paper I). 
However, the room temperature fs-TA did display a prominent transient absorption around 500-
515 nm, on par with the ground state bleach. This suggests that rapid hole-transfer occurred at 
room temperature, but not in more viscous solution close to freezing, where the reorganization 
energy is larger.  
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4.1.4. Short summary 
Combining the btx ligands with either bpy or deeb to produce [Ru(N,N)2(btx)]2+ substantially 
increases the ground state absorption compared to [Ru(bpy)3]2+ and [Ru(deeb)3]2+, according to 
“The whole is greater than the sum of its parts”. The extended bite-angles for btx ligands and 
elongated Ru-N bonds, compared to the chelated bpy and deeb, suggest fast deactivation of 
3MLCT states at room temperature, which was also observed. Furthermore, femtosecond 
transient absorption in conjunction with the results from TiO2 sensitization imply a possible 
deactivation of the emissive 3MLCT state by intra-molecular hole-transfer. The lack of emission 
at room temperature is likely due to a combination of these two factors.  

For [Ru(bpy)2(btx)]2+, a more delocalized excited state also preclude bpy-like 3MLCT emission, 
resulting in substantially more structured emission at 77 K compared to [Ru(bpy)3]2+.  The 
excited state was deeb-localized for all deeb-complexes and the emission spectra recorded at 
liquid nitrogen temperatures were superimposable. The similarity between the emission spectra 
was implying only minor perturbation from the btx ligand on the emissive state geometry at 
low temperatures. This suggests that btx induces larger non-radiative decay, not connected to 
hole-transfer, but rather resulting from the larger bite-angles and associated increase of 3MLCT-
3MC surface crossing, which was further supported by the vibrational structure and predictable 
shift in E00 when compared to [Ru(bpy)3]2+.  

4.2. Coordinating sulfur-donating ligands 
This section is based on the studies in Paper II and III, and the complexes reported therein.  

4.2.1. Structures 
Ligands that coordinate via nitrogen constitute the most common polydentate ligands for Ru-
complexes, are the most studied and hence the most well-known. Other ligands, such as 
thioether coordinating motifs, have been less studied, especially photochemically. In Paper II, 
I have studied a set of complexes that contain such ligands, namely PyS-Me (2-[(methyl-
thio)methyl]pyridine) and PyS-Et (2-[(ethylthio)methyl]pyridine), as well as in combinations 
with other ligands; either the chromophoric ligands bpy, dmb or phen, or with the non-
chromophoric ligand tpa (tris(2-pyridylmethyl)amine), Scheme 19. Additional complexes, 
[Ru(deeb)2(PyS-iPr)]2+ and the corresponding sulfoxide [Ru(deeb)2(PySO-iPr)]2+ were also 
examined, and the experimental details are available in the manuscript Paper III.   

 

Scheme 19. Ligand structures of sulfur donating ligands, and tetradentate tpa. 

Crystal structures could be recorded for [Ru(dmb)2(PyS-Me)](PF6)2, [Ru(phen)2(PyS-
Me)](PF6)2, [Ru(tpa)(PyS-Me)](PF6)2, [Ru(PyS-Me)3](ClO4)2 and [Ru(PyS-Et)3](ClO4)2, 
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Figure 5. By coordinating PyS-Me in place of one of the ligands of [Ru(dmb)3]2+ or 
[Ru(phen)3]2+, the coordination of the diamine ligands was not seriously perturbed, and the phen 
and dmb ligands displayed bite-angles between 78.14-79.78° and average bond lengths of ca 
2.073 Å; somewhat longer bond-lengths but similar bite angles than for [Ru(phen)3]2+ (2.063 Å 
and 79.8°).124 The bond lengths of the pyridine in the PyS-Me ligand itself are elongated by ca 
0.03-0.04 Å compared to the Ru-N diamine bonds, and the N-Ru-S bite angles are expanded by 
ca 4-5°, ranging from 81.5-84.0°. The Ru-S bonds are some 0.25 Å longer than the Ru-N bonds, 
approximately 2.33 Å for the heteroleptic complexes, in line with the bond-lengths reported for 
the similar chelates.125 

 

Figure 5. Crystal structures of [Ru(dmb)2(PyS-Me)](PF6)2 (left) and [Ru(tpa)(PyS-Me)](PF6)2 (right). 
Hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity. Anisotropic displacement parameters drawn at the 30% probability 
level.  

4.2.2. Absorption and electrochemical properties 
The [Ru(N,N)2(PyS-Me)]2+ complexes displayed absorption spectra similar to that of the 
corresponding [Ru(N,N)3]2+, with slightly lower molar absorptivities, Figure 6 and Table 3. 
While [Ru(PyS-Me)3]2+ and [Ru(PyS-Et)3]2+ had absorption bands centered at ca 320 nm, they 
exhibited no visible absorption and the samples were visibly transparent. The ligands 
themselves absorbed readily in the UV-region, centered at 245 nm, and did in this manner not 
contribute to the visible absorption of the complex. Reports of the complex [Ru(bpy)2(PyS-
iPr)]2+ display similar absorption (λmax 435 nm, ε 7 580 M-1cm-1), slightly red-shifted compared 
to [Ru(bpy)2(PyS-Me)]2+.126 Connick and coworkers have examined a series of complexes with 
the bis-thioether ligand dpte (1,2-bis(phenylthio)ethane) with different diimine ligands, and 
report λmax values at 404, 396 and 378 nm for [Ru(bpy)2(dpte)]2+, [Ru(dmb)2(dpte)]2+ and 
[Ru(phen)2(dpte)]2+ respectively.125 Qualitatively, the blue-shifted absorption follows the 
number of Ru-S bonds. Similarly, [Ru(tpa)(PyS-Me)]2+ had an absorption band at 380 nm, with 
some tailing into the visible region, but blue-shifted compared to reports of [Ru(bpy)(tpa)]2+.72, 

127 This was corroborated by the electrochemical measurements, where the HOMO-LUMO gap 
seen in the absorption spectra qualitatively agreed with the difference in oxidation and reduction 
potential of the complexes, Table 3.  
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Figure 6. Absorption spectra of complexes with chromophoric ligands (left) and without chromophoric 
ligands (right).  

Table 3. Absorption and electrochemical parameters for complexes with sulfur donating ligands at 
ambient temperatures. 

Compound 
a λAbs /nm 

(ε /M-1cm-1) 

b EOx /V 
vs Fc0/+ 

[Ru(bpy)2(PyS-Me)]2+ 432 (8 800) 1.05 
[Ru(dmb)2(PyS-Me)]2+ 432 (9 000) 1.01 
[Ru(phen)2(PyS-Me)]2+ 416 (12 100) 1.04 
[Ru(tpa)2(PyS-Me)]2+ 371 (13 100) 0.89 

[Ru(PyS-Me)3]2+ 324 (9 900) 1.16 
[Ru(PyS-Et)3]2+ 325 (9 900) 1.24 

a Recorded in neat acetonitrile. b Collected in acetonitrile with 0.1 M TBAPF6, Fc0/+ used as internal 
standard.   

The recorded CVs of the diimine containing complexes in connection to the recorded emission 
suggest that the quasi-reversible first reduction is associated with the diimine ligand, Figure 7. 
This is further in accordance with the absorption spectra difference between the complexes with 
and without chromophoric ligands.  

 

Figure 7. Cyclic voltammograms for [Ru(phen)2(PyS-Me)]2+ and [Ru(PyS-Et)3]2+, recorded in 
acetonitrile with 0.10 M TBAPF6, with Ag/Ag+ reference electrode, reported versus Fc0/+ internal 
standard.  
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The lower π* energy of the diimine ligands result in the typical MLCT absorption, with less 
cluttered spectra than with btc, btm and btt, where the energy of the π* system of the different 
ligands were more closely spaced. The oxidation potentials of the thioether complexes, 
especially for the homoleptic ones, were shifted to higher positive potentials, implying a 
decreased electron density on the Ru-centers compared to tris-diimine complexes due to sulfur 
coordination. The number of Ru-S bonds also tentatively follows this notion with increasing 
Ru3+/2+ potentials.125  

4.2.3. Excited state properties 
The small perturbation to the diimine coordination, as compared to tris-homoleptic complexes, 
is also seen in comparing the emission spectra at room temperature between [Ru(bpy)3]2+ and 
[Ru(bpy)2(PyS-Me)]2+, which overlaps very closely; and all [Ru(N,N)2(PyS-Me)]2+ displayed 
typical N,N-localized 3MLCT emission, Figure 8 and Table 4. However, both radiative rate 
constants, and especially non-radiative rate constants, are influenced by the presence of the 
thioether ligand, leading to a faster deactivation and a lower quantum yield. The emission was 
recorded in acetonitrile, methanol, dichloromethane and water, and the thioether complexes 
followed the solvent dependent trends of the corresponding [Ru(N,N)3]2+ complexes.  

 

Figure 8. Normalized emission spectra of [Ru(N,N)2(PyS-Me)]2+ complexes in acetonitrile at room 
temperature (left) and at 77 K in MeOH:EtOH solid matrix (right).  

Table 4. Emission parameters for thioether complexes in neat acetonitrile at room temperature 
(RT) and at 77 K.  

Compound 
λEm /nm 

RT Φ 
τ /μs 
RT 

λEm /nm 
77 K 

τ /μs 
77  K kr /103 s-1 knr /106 s-1 

[Ru(bpy)2(PyS-Me)]2+ 618 0.032 0.70 573 6.54 46 1.4 
[Ru(dmb)2(PyS-Me)]2+ 627 0.015 0.65 591 5.72 23 1.5 
[Ru(phen)2(PyS-Me)]2+ 598 0.016 0.44 562 11.1 36 2.2 

 
Upon cooling in MeOH:EtOH (1:4), the excited state lifetimes increased rapidly in fluid 
solution (>110 K) and slowly in solid matrix (<110 K), Figure 9. Additionally, the unstructured 
3MLCT emission becomes more and more structured, and at 77 K the vibrational structure is 
clearly present, Figure 8.  
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Figure 9. Temperature dependence of excited state lifetime of [Ru(bpy)2(PyS-Me)]2+ in MeOH:EtOH 
(1:4), collected by TC-SPC.  

Further credence to the (N,N)-localized excited state was provided by the results of the spectral 
component analysis, where both [Ru(bpy)2(PyS-Me)]2+ (Figure 10) and [Ru(phen)2(PyS-Me)]2+ 
could be nicely fitted to a series of Gaussians, Table 5. Comparing the values for the vibrational 
wavenumbers for the bpy-complex with that of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ shows minor deviations, Table 
5.123 The different parameters give additional information about the ground and excited states. 
The 0-0 transition energy (E00) is generally not directly accessible from the absorption and 
emission spectra for phosphorescence, or for singlet-triplet mixed emission. Additionally, the 
Huang-Rhys factors reflect the geometrical similarity between the vibrational structure of the 
excited and ground states. [Ru(dmb)2(PyS-Me)]2+ displayed emission also from a vibrationally 
excited state, 1-0 transition, and could not be fitted to the same equation. However, by 
simulating the emission spectral components with carefully selected values, the band shape of 
the residual (red dashed line in Figure 10) corresponded to a slightly narrower transition than 
the ones originating from the relaxed excited state, in accordance with the findings of Tazuke 
and coworkers.128 

 

 

Figure 10. Normalized emission spectra (solid) of [Ru(bpy)2(PyS-Me)]2+ (left) and [Ru(dmb)2(PyS-
Me)]2+ (right) at 77 K in MeOH:EtOH (1:4) solid matrix, with plotted Gaussians from spectral 
component analysis. Colors of Gaussians corresponds to nM = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (purple, blue, green, yellow, 
orange). Residual plotted in red/dashed.  
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Table 5. Spectral component analysis parameters of thioether complexes at 77 K in MeOH:EtOH (1:4). 
[Ru(bpy)3]2+ included from Hammarström and coworkers123 for comparison.   

 
[Ru(bpy)2 

(PyS-Me)]2+ 
[Ru(dmb)2 

(PyS-Me)]2+, a 
[Ru(phen)2 

(PyS-Me)]2+ 
[Ru(bpy)3]2+ 

E00 /cm-1 17800 17250 17870 17200 
v1/2 /cm-1 620 795 723 650 
vM /cm-1 1375 1350 1300 1350 

SM 0.95 0.85 0.63 0.87 
vL /cm-1 450 400 420 N/A 

SL 1.46 1.42 0.57 0.97 
a The data was simulated due to emission from a hot band, interfering with the fitting.  

The possibility to delocalize the electron is reflected by the Huang-Rhys factors; where the 
numerical value of SM was largest for phen, followed by dmb and bpy, in accordance with what 
would be expected. A comparison between [Ru(bpy)2(PyS-Me)]2+ and [Ru(bpy)3]2+ showed 
smaller variations in the parameters for the energy of vibrations, Table 5.123 Furthermore, the 
small difference in Huang-Rhys factors suggests that the GS and ES geometries are similarly 
distorted for both complexes, with somewhat larger value for SL for the heteroleptic complex. 

4.2.3.1. Ru-sulfoxide S/O-linkage isomerization 
RuII complexes with sulfoxide ligands are reported to display S/O-linkage isomerization, and 
have been proposed for use as molecular switches, memory storage and molecular machines.129-

132 In applications such as molecular logic or memory storage, it is necessary to have spatial 
addressability, and it is thus attractive to immobilize the molecules on substrates. To this end, I 
examined the complex [Ru(deeb)2(PySO-iPr)]2+, which can be anchored to metal-oxide 
substrates, such as TiO2 thin films. While no crystal structures were available, one can expect 
the the Ru-S bond to be shorter for the sulfoxide compared to the thioether complex; based on 
the report by King et al. comparing dpte with the sulfoxide analouge.133  

 

Figure 11. Absorption spectra of [Ru(deeb)2(PyS-iPr)]2+ and [Ru(deeb)2(PySO-iPr)]2+ in the S- and O-
bound form, recorded at ambient temperature in propylene carbonate. 

Upon UV-irradiation of the S-bonded [Ru(deeb)2(PySO-iPr)]2+ (the thermodynamically stable 
isomer), the complex display light-induced linkage-isomerization, and produces the O-
coordinated complex. In doing so, the absorption spectra becomes substantially red-shifted, 
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with maintained isosbestic points at 347, 400 and 440 nm, Figure 11. The absorption spectra of 
[Ru(deeb)2(PyS-iPr)]2+ was red-shifted compared to the sulfur bonded [Ru(deeb)2(PySO-
iPr)]2+; in the same way [Ru(bpy)2(PyS-iPr)]2+ is red-shifted compared to [Ru(bpy)2(PySO-
iPr)]2+, as reported by McClure and Rack.77, 126   

Following the process by UV-Vis absorption, the quantum yield of the SO isomerization, 
ΦSO, was estimated to 0.81. Additionally, upon 500 nm excitation of the O-bonded complex, 
the reversed reaction was observed, but with a much lower quantum yield of 0.013, Figure 12. 
For [Ru(bpy)2(PySO-iPr)]2+, ΦSO and ΦOS are reported to be 0.11 and 0.027 respectively.77 
An ancillary ligand that has lower lying π*-levels can lower the electron density of the metal 
center, in effect inducing a preference for O-coordination compared to ligands with higher lying 
π*-levels. This can explain both the higher ΦSO and lower ΦOS of [Ru(deeb)2(PySO-iPr)]2+ 
compared to [Ru(bpy)2(PySO-iPr)]2+; however, additional contributions arising from steric 
interactions cannot be excluded.38  

 

Figure 12. Photoisomerization of S-[Ru(deeb)2(iPr-PySO)]2+ in propylene carbonate irradiated with Xe-
arc lamp through a 397 nm interference filter. Inset of both forward and backward process as recorded 
at 502 nm. Reversed process induced by Xe-arc lamp through 545 nm interference filter. 

The low ΦOS resulted in the need for larger number of photons needed to completely reverse 
the process, and hence was accompanied by photo-degradation of the complex. The O-bonded 
complex was thermodynamically unstable, but kinetically trapped due to the large energy 
barrier for isomerization, and as a result the thermal reversion to the S-form in the dark 
proceeded to completion in ca 25 h. Similar long lifetimes have been reported several 
complexes, by Rack and coworkers, the most similar structurally being [Ru(bpy)2(PySO-
iPr)]2+.44, 77, 117  

Whether or not metal-centered states are involved in S/O-isomerization is under some debate, 
and mechanisms both involving and excluding them are reported.78 As the isomerization can be 
electrochemically induced, it suggests that upon MLCT absorption, the oxygen can coordinate, 
as sulfoxides preferentially coordinate via oxygen to Ru3+ and via sulfur to Ru2+. However, 
studies observing photo-triggered S/O-isomerization in Ru complexes, but not the analogous 
Os complexes, where Os has less accessible 3MC states, suggest the involvent of 3MC states.77, 

134 In the two analogous complexes [Os(bpy)2(PySO-iPr)]2+ and [Os(bpy)2(PySO-CH2CF3)]2+, 
only the latter one is reported to display photo-induced linkage-isomerization.134 The difference 
was suggested to be due to the PySO-CH2CF3 being the stronger π-acceptor but weaker σ-donor, 
stabilizing the dπ orbitals and hence shifting the Os2+/+ couple to more positive potentials. The 
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difference between [Ru(deeb)2(PySO-iPr)]2+ and [Ru(bpy)2(PySO-iPr)]2+ can be explained by 
similar reasoning, as seen for the reduction of the corresponding [Ru(N,N)3]2+, Table 1. 
However, the difference is induced by the ancillary ligand rather than the ambidentate ligand. 
Interestingly, Rack and coworkers reported on a 1-photon-2-isomerization process in 
[Ru(bpy)2(L)]2+ complexes where L is dimeric in nature and have the linear formulas 
Si(Me)2(CH2SOCH3)2  (OSSO) or (-CH2SO(C6H5F))2 (F-bpSO).117 This kind of mechanism 
can be envisioned as useful in solar energy conversion or solar energy storage, as a way to 
circumvent the Schotcky-Queisser limit.65, 117 

The anchoring of S-[Ru(deeb)2(PySO-iPr)]2+ to nanocrystalline TiO2 thin films proceeded 
slowly, overnight or over several days, and displayed low final absorption. As a result, the 
absorption of the thin films masked most of the absorption for the sulfur-bonded isomer. 
However, photoinduced linkage-isomerization proceeded readily when UV-irradiated, and 
difference spectra displayed isosbestic points at 395 and 435 nm, ca 5 nm blueshifted to that in 
solution. While no quantum yield determination was performed, due to the comparably high 
absorption of the thin film, the O-to-S-isomerization seemed less efficient. Spectra showed that 
the photostationary distribution was shifted more to the O-form, suggestive of a mechanism 
stabilizing the Ru3+ state. While speculative, the blue-shifted isosbestic points in combination 
with a stabilized Ru3+ state is indicative of charge transfer to the substrate. Subsequent to 
electron injection, the complex features a Ru3+ center, favoring O-coordination. The shifted 
isosbestic points suggests a Stark-effect, which results in the spectra shifting as an electric 
potential arise due to the charge-separation.135  

To investigate the electrochemically induced isomerization, electrochemical measurements of 
[Ru(deeb)2(PySO-iPR)]2+ were carried out in propylene carbonate (0.1 M tetrabutylammonium 
hexafluorophosphate), but the oxidation features were partially masked by the solvent 
electrochemical window. As CVs displayed high background currents compared to the redox 
response from the complex, DPV was carried out instead. DPV showed that the forward 
oxidation of the S-bonded complex occurred at ca 1.43 V vs Fc0/+, and this feature being the 
only one in the first run. Upon consecutive runs from 0 to 1.6 V a peak at 0.86 V vs Fc0/+ grew 
in, attributed to the O-bonded complex; after 2-3 scans, the increase in the peak current of the 
new feature leveled off. Upon reduction of the complex, two forward peaks appeared at ca -1.2 
and -1.4 V respectively. Additionally, the feature at 0.86 V was to a large extent diminished by 
the reduction. The corresponding thioether complex displayed a clear forward oxidation peak 
at 0.90 V vs Fc0/+ and reductions at -1.4 and -1.6 V, and no additional features upon subsequent 
measurements. [Ru(bpy)2(PySO-iPr)]2+ is in comparison reported to have a 0.6 V separation 
between the O-Ru3+/2+ and S-Ru3+/2+ potentials, similar to that of [Ru(deeb)2(PySO-iPr)]2+.77 
Several dmso-complexes have displayed similarly large shifts of several hundred mV.75, 94 

4.2.4. Short summary  
Coordination of the non-chromophoric PyS-Me to heteroleptic complexes with the classical 
diimine ligands dmb and phen did not perturb the geometric structure to a great extent compared 
to [Ru(N,N)3]2+. A ca 0.01 Å elongation of the Ru-NN,N bond lengths was observed, but with 
maintained bite-angles. The Ru-S bonds were as expected substantially longer compared to the 
Ru-N bonds, both in comparison to the Ru-NN,N and Ru-NPyS-Me. While no crystals suitable for 
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diffraction could be grown for [Ru(bpy)2(PyS-Me)]2+, there was no reason to assume it would 
differ greatly from the ones that were measured.  

The absorption spectra were similar to those of the corresponding [Ru(N,N)3]2+ in shape, but 
blue-shifted, an effect of increasing the HOMO-LUMO gap upon sulfur-coordination. 
Electrochemically, the Ru3+/2+ couples were shifted to more positive potentials compared to the 
parental diimine-complexes, in agreement with the absorption spectra. All [Ru(N,N)2(PyS-
Me)]2+ complexes were emissive at room temperature, with typical diimine localized 3MLCT 
emission spectra, very much resembling the shape of the corresponding [Ru(N,N)3]2+ emission 
spectra, but with slightly red-shifted emission.  

For the bpy-complexes, E00 was ~600 cm-1 lower for the thioether complex than for 
[Ru(bpy)3]2+, while other parameters from the spectral component analysis were relatively 
similar. The largest deviations are observed for SL, suggesting perturbed low frequency Ru-N 
modes upon S-coordination. While the shape of emission spectra were very similar to the 
related [Ru(N,N)3]2+ complexes, the quantum yields and lifetimes were typically lower and 
shorter respectively. Comparing the radiative and non-radiative rate constants of 
[Ru(bpy)2(PyS-Me)]2+ (kr 46×103 s-1, knr 1.4×106 s-1) and [Ru(bpy)3]2+ (kr 66×103 s-1, knr 
1.1×106 s-1) shows that the chelation of the PyS-Me ligand both decreases the radiative and 
increases the non-radiative decay. The expected increase in structure and blue-shift of emission 
spectra was observed upon cooling to liquid nitrogen temperature, as well as substantially 
increased lifetimes.  

The sulfoxide complex [Ru(deeb)2(PySO-iPr)]2+ displayed efficient S-to-O isomerization, 
while the reverse process were substantially less efficient. A higher Ru3+/2+ potential for this 
complex compared to the analogous bpy-complex explained the large difference in the quantum 
yield of isomerization, both for the S-to-O and the O-to-S process. The O-to-S photoinduced 
isomerization was less efficient when the complex was immobilized on TiO2 thin films, likely 
as a result of stabilizing the Ru3+ oxidation state.  

4.3. Coordinating quinoline-pyrazole ligands 
This section is based on the studies in Paper IV, V, VI and VII, and the complexes reported 
therein.  

4.3.1. Structures 
As mentioned in the background, the bulky 8-QPy ligand precludes formation of the homoleptic 
complex due to large steric interactions between the ligands. By replacing the pyridine in 8-
QPy with the smaller pyrazole, forming Q3PzH or Q1Pz (Q3PzH is 8-(3-pyrazolyl)-quinoline 
and Q1Pz is 8-(1-pyrazolyl)-quinoline, Scheme 20), the inter-ligand steric interaction is 
decreased and the homoleptic complexes [Ru(Q3PzH)3]2+ and [Ru(Q1Pz)3]2+ can be 
synthesized. Additionally, the synthesis of the tridentate ligand DQPz was performed to 
complete the series of ligand, where DQPz can be seen as the superposition of Q3PzH and 
Q1Pz, illustrated by the coloring in Scheme 20. Q1Pz and Q3PzH ligands differs in the 
orientation between the pyrazole and quinoline motifs. The DFT calculated structures of the 
mer-isomers of the bidentate complexes display substantially shorter Ru-NPyrazole (RPz) bond 
lengths compared to Ru-NQuinoline (RQ), by ca 0.07 Å, which is suggested to be due to pyrazole 
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being the stronger σ-donor, while weaker π-acceptor (see Paper VI for complete lists of bond-
lengths and –angles).136 In [Ru(DQPz)2]2+, the difference between RQ and RPz is even larger, ca 
2.10 and 2.00 Å respectively, where the middle coordination bond appears to be compressed 
by the chelation of the tridentate ligand. The optimized ground state geometry of 
[Ru(Q3PzH)3]2+ reproduced the crystal structure well, suggesting that the calculated geometries 
of the Q1Pz and DQPz complexes are also being well represented by the calculations. The 
notation QPz will be used to refer to Q1Pz, DQPz and Q3PzH as a group. All complexes display 
more perfect octahedral geometries than complexes such as [Ru(bpy)3]2+ and [Ru(tpy)3]2+.  

 

Scheme 20. Chemical structures of quinoline-pyrazole ligands. Colors are used to illustrate similarities 
between Q1Pz (blue), Q3PzH (red) with DQPz (blue, red and similarity with both, purple). 

Coordination of these bidentate unsymmetric ligands to Ru give rise to two isomers, mer and 
fac, where the mer isomers are the thermodynamically favored ones, as determined from 
calculations as well as indicated by the synthesis outcome. However, the interconversion 
between the two forms is not observed at ambient temperature, and the fac isomer is kinetically 
stable, and both isomers are products in the synthesis. The ligands in [Ru(DQPz)2]2+ are twisted, 
and are hence diastereotopic,j,17 resulting in an additional isomer pair. These two diastereomers 
of the mer isomer, denoted C-Ra and C-Sa

 (and their respective enantiomers A-Sa and A-Ra), 
Scheme 21, display a dynamic equilibrium at room temperature, with an exchange rate constant 
(kex) of 3.9 s-1; which is not observed for [Ru(tpy)2]2+ or [Ru(DQP)2]2+. The diastereomerization 
proceeded without any bond breaking. The experimental work was performed on the mixture 
of these two isomers, in roughly equal proportions.  

 

Scheme 21. Relative transition state energy barrier for diastereomerization of homoleptic Ru complexes 
with tpa, DQPz and DQP ligands. Arrows indicate the observed pathways at room temperature.   

                                                           
j “Constitutionally equivalent atoms or groups of a molecule which are not symmetry related.” – the Gold Book, 
IUPAC 
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4.3.2. Absorption and electrochemical properties 
As the two isomers of the bidentate complexes exhibit different geometric and electronic 
configurations, the photophysical and photochemical properties varies between them. This is 
observed in the UV-Vis spectra of the complexes, where a mixture of mer:fac-[Ru(Q3PzH)3]2+ 
(3:1) display a red-shifted spectra compared to the pure mer sample. This redshift of the fac-
isomer is also seen in the TD-DFT calculations, see Paper III. Furthermore, the difference in 
photostability between the isomers is utilized in the syntheses of the pure mer-isomers, where 
the fac isomers are rapidly decomposed by visible light irradiation, and consequently removed 
during workup, circumventing tedious isomer separations. Unless specifically stated, the 
complexes from here on refers to the mer isomers. The spectra of the two complexes were 
similar in acetonitrile, but with [Ru(Q3PzH)3]2+ shifted to longer wavelengths for the MLCT 
band and shorter wavelengths for the LC-transitions, Figure 13 and Table 7.  

 

Figure 13. Experimental UV-Vis absorption spectra of quinoline-pyrazole complexes in neat 
acetonitrile and calculated oscillator strengths.  

Table 7. Electrochemically and spectroscopically measured parameters.  

Compound 
aλAbs /nm 

(ε /M-1cm-1) 

bEOx /V vs Fc0/+ 
(ΔE /mV) 

bERed /V  
vs Fc0/+ 

[Ru(Q3PzH)3]2+ 444 (10 700) 0.57 (60) -1.46, -1.89 
[Ru(Q1Pz)3]2+ 434 (11 000) 0.69 (64) -1.66, -1.84 
[Ru(DQPz)2]2+ 486 (15 800) 0.65 (63) -1.56, -1.74 

 
However, in MeOH:EtOH at room temperature, [Ru(Q3PzH)3]2+ was substantially red-shifted, 
with a broad, unstructured absorption band displaying a shoulder at ca 600 nm, ascribed to the 
protolyzable proton in Q3PzH. The red-shifted absorption in acetonitrile was qualitatively 
corroborated by the electrochemical measurements, where the difference in Ru3+/2+ and Ru2+/+ 
potentials for [Ru(Q3PzH)3]2+ was ca 2.03 V, which is smaller than the 2.35 V for 
[Ru(Q1Pz)3]2+, Table 7. Calculated Ru3+/2+ potentials were ca 40 mV more positive than the 
experimental for the bidentate complexes. [Ru(DQPz)2]2+ displayed a substantially red-shifted 
and more prominent absorption spectra, despite the larger potential gap between Ru3+/2+ and 
Ru2+/+ compared to [Ru(Q3PzH)3]2+.   
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4.3.2.1. [Ru(Q3PzH)3]2+ proton sensitivity 
The protolyzable hydrogen in [Ru(Q3PzH)3]2+ results in sensitivity toward the presence or 
absence of protons. Upon deprotonation, the spectra becomes red-shifted with each consecutive 
removed proton, Figure 14. By accumulating charge on the deprotonated ligands, metal center 
HOMO becomes destabilized, resulting in the observed red-shift, as predicted by TD-DFT 
calculations. Each specific deprotonation results in a slightly different spectra due to the non-
degenerate ligands. This effect cannot be observed by experiments in solution, and the unique 
deprotonations were evaluated by TD-DFT, Figure 14. The pKa1 and pKa2 were determined to 
be 8.7 and 10.7 respectively, by monitoring the pH and absorption spectra simultaneously.  

 

Figure 14. UV-Vis spectra following the deprotonation of mer-[Ru(Q3PzH)3]2+ upon base 
titration in acetonitrile (left), and TD-DFT calculated UV-Vis spectra for mer-[Ru(Q3PzH)3]2+ 
and all unique deprotonations.  

4.3.3. Excited state properties 
None of the three QPz complexes display any room temperature photoluminescence in steady-
state experiments (ΦPL<0.01%), and displayed pulse-limited responses in TC-SPC 
measurement (pulse fwhm ~70 ps). The fast deactivation of the excited states is not surprising 
in light of the calculated relative energies between the 3MLCT and 3MC states, where the non-
emissive metal-centered states are all lower in energy than their MLCT counterpart (see Paper 
VII).  

Populating the 3MC states was predicted by the TD-DFT to be accompanied by large nuclear 
coordinate distortion, Figure 15, with average Ru-N bond length elongation by ~0.14 Å 
compared to the GS for the bidentate complexes, and ~0.09 Å for the tridentate complex. For 
the bidentate complexes, the bond elongation for mer was predominantly seen in the quinoline 
coordinate, while for fac all Ru-N bond lengths were increased substantially, explaining the 
lower photostability of the latter (fac-isomers was removed in the synthesis by white-light 
irradiation). The much longer bonds in 3MC result in photoinduced ligand dissociation, which 
is discussed below.  
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Figure 15. Calculated projected potential energy surfaces on the Ru-Q coordinate for [Ru(Q3PzH)3]2+ 
(left) and [Ru(Q1Pz)3]2+ (right). Inset of both Ru-Pz and Ru-Q distances for the minima location.  

 

Figure 16. Normalized, corrected emission spectra of quinoline-pyrazole complexes in MeOH:EtOH 
(1:4, v:v) solid matrix at 77 K.  

Upon cooling to ~160 K, the emission from the complexes became detectable. At 77 K, typical 
3MLCT emission was observed with λmax at 696, 676, and 680 nm for [Ru(Q3PzH)3]2+, 
[Ru(Q1Pz)3]2+, and [Ru(DQPz)2]2+ respectively, Figure 16 and Table 8. The notion of 3MLCT 
photoluminescence was corroborated by the transient absorption spectra, which displayed the 
expected ground state bleach, and positive transient absorption signals at ca 370-410 nm and 
570-630 nm. For each complex, the single wavelength traces for the ground state bleach and 
the positive transient absorption at ca 400 nm could be fitted to a monoexponential function 
with microsecond lifetimes, with self-consistent values for the excited state lifetime, Figure 17 
and Table 8. 
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Figure 17. Nanosecond transient absorption traces of QPz-complexes at 77 K in MeOH:EtOH (1:4) at 
indicated wavelengths. 

Table 8. Photophysical parameters for complexes with quinoline-pyrazole ligands at 77 K in 
MeOH:EtOH (1:4) solid matrix. Maximum intensity emission wavelength (λEm), lifetime (τ), quantum 
yield (Φ), radiative (krad) and non-radiative rate constants (knr). 

Compound λEm /nm τ /µs Φ  krad /x103s-1
 knr /x106s-1 

[Ru(Q3PzH)3]2+ a 696 4.99 0.007 1.40 0.199 
[Ru(Q1Pz)3]2+ a 676 7.06 0.014 1.98 0.140 
[Ru(DQPz)2]2+ a 680 5.73 0.038 6.63 0.168 

 
The complexes displayed very low photoluminescence quantum yields even at liquid nitrogen 
temperature; and with reasonably long lived excited states, this resulted in low radiative rate 
constants, Table 8. Both tris-bidentate complexes exhibited substantially smaller krad than the 
bis-tridentate complex, by a factor of 4, qualitatively in line with what could be estimated by a 
first approximation from the absorption spectra. The spread in knr was comparably small.  

Table 9. Spectral component fit parameters at 77 K in MeOH:EtOH for QPz-complexes. [Ru(bpy)2(8-
QPy)]2+ added for comparison.112 

 [Ru(Q3PzH)3]2+ [Ru(Q1Pz)3]2+ [Ru(DQPz)2]2+ [Ru(bpy)2(8-QPy)]2+ 
E00 /cm-1 15050 15269 14827 15 540 
v½ /cm-1 1346 1479 1326 1230 
vM /cm-1 1319 1263 1368 1350 

SM 0.813 0.851 0.682 0.91 
vL /cm-1 457 452 604 400 

SL 1.924 1.677 0.882 0.83 
 
Spectral component analysis of the emission spectra recorded at 77 K for the QPz-complexes 
displayed very large v1/2 for all complexes, ranging from ca 1300-1500 cm-1, which is indicated 
by the broad unstructured spectra in Figure 16. It is natural that the larger π* system of the QPz-
ligands, compared to the complexes with diimine ligands in the previous section, induces a 
broadening presumably due to a larger range of accessible nuclear configurations. This is also 
seen for [Ru(bpy)2(8-QPy)]2+, which was ascribed to inter-ligand steric interactions, likely 
applicable also to the QPz-series.112 The comparably lower value of SM for [Ru(DQPz)2]2+ is 
qualitatively predicted by the more narrow PPES. The low frequency vibration of the tridentate 
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complex is higher than those of the bidentate ones, possibly arising due to the compressed Ru-
NPz bond.   

4.3.3.1. Photochemical reactions – Ligand exchange reactions 
The bidentate QPz-complexes both exhibited ligand loss reactions upon irradiation. In 
acetonitrile the ligand-solvent exchange reaction proceeded within minutes with high intensity 
irradiation in the visible region. While the reactions were sporadic and without clear isosbestic 
points, the addition of triflic acid (an inert acid) made the reactions clean and irreversible. The 
constitution of the photo-products was monitored with high-resolution mass spectrometry as 
well as 1H-NMR, which confirmed the coordination of acetonitrile, while triflic acid did not 
coordinate (Paper VI). The irreversibility was suggested to be due to protonation and 
consequently stabilization of a partially ejected ligand. By protonating the ejected, 
uncoordinated nitrogen, both re-coordination and di- or polymerization mechanismsk,115 are 
blocked. Similarly, upon addition of HCl, the bidentate complexes rapidly displayed 
photoinduced red-shifts accredited to chlorination, Figure 18.18  

 

Figure 18. Photoreactions with NaClAq and HClAq for bidentate QPz complexes. 

[Ru(Q3PzH)3]2+ displayed a concentration dependent photochemical chlorination, both in 
spectral shape and in rates, ranging from 0.0001-0.1 M HCl, while [Ru(Q1Pz)3]2+ did not. The 
data could not be fitted to a kinetic model of zeroth, first or second order. Instead, a combination 
of the reaction rates of the 5-coordinated complex must be considered, Scheme 22. The rate 
constants of re-chelation, protonation, solvent ligation, tautomerization, and complete ligand 
dissociation, and the corresponding reverse reactions, are all contributing to the overall rate and 
the final photoproduct composition, Scheme 22. While the short Ru-NPz bond lengths compared 
to Ru-NQ, in both of the ground and 3MC states, suggests that quinoline is more prone to photo-
dissociate than pyrazole, the photodissociation of pyrazole as the initial step cannot be excluded 
with the data at hand. No further experiments were carried out to pin-point these rates. Studies 
of ligand photodissociation have displayed large variations depending on both ancillary ligand 
bulkiness and σ- and π-donor strengths.38 One of these examples has been reported by Turro 
and coworkers, where [Ru(tpy)(bpy)(py)]2+ displays a 3 order of magnitude lower quantum 
yield of photodissociation compared to [Ru(tpy)(2,2’-dimethyl-bpy)(py)]2+, ascribed by the 
                                                           
k Not including dimerization due to outer sphere interactions, like the hydrogen bonding dimerization reported 
by Metherell et al. for [Ru(PyPz)3]2+.  
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weakened σ-bonding and π-backbonding in the sterically hindered ancillary 2,2’-dimethy-
bpy.38  

However, the Cl- source mattered, where [Ru(Q1Pz)3]2+ displayed similar behavior in the 
presence of NaCl and HCl, [Ru(Q3PzH)3]2+ did not. The resulting spectra for the latter one with 
NaCl instead became blue-shifted, as in the ligand-solvent exchange in acetonitrile. The 
difference in photochemical selectivity between the two complexes supposedly arises due to 
inherent differences in reaction rates for the different reactions in Scheme 22. While further 
experiments are needed to extract the values of the rate constants, such selectivity is important 
in photochemical, and possibly in photocatalytical, applications. [Ru(DQPz)3]2+ did not display 
any significant light induced absorption changes, and was essentially unaffected in acetonitrile 
in presence of triflic acid even beyond one million excitation cycles. 

 

Scheme 22. Possible photochemical pathways for [Ru(Q3PzH)3]2+: Photoinduced partial ligand 
dissociation and thermal re-chelation to yield starting complex, ligation of molecule/ion (L), 
protonation/deprotonation of un-coordinated nitrogen, tautomerization, and complete ligand 
dissociation. Pathways between protonated, tautomer and ligated complexes omitted for clarity. 

4.3.4. Short summary 
The different pyrazole-quinoline orientation in homoleptic complexes of Q3PzH and Q1Pz 
results in substantially different properties, most so for the oxidation and reduction potentials, 
and in photochemical response. The smaller group, pyrazole compared to pyridine, allowed for 
homoleptic complexes to be synthesized, as the steric interaction between ligands would be 
smaller compared to the hypothetical [Ru(8-QPy)3]2+. All three QPz-complexes lacked room 
temperature emission, and even at low temperature quantum yields were one order of magnitude 
lower compared to related complexes, such as [Ru(bpy)2(8-QPy)]2+.112 Efficient deactivation 
of the 3MLCT to close lying 3MC states of similar energy was indicated by calculations. 
However, isoenergetic 3MLCT and 3MC does not necessarily leads to rapid surface crossing. 
While the structurally related complex [Ru(bpy)2(8-QPy)]2+ is weakly emissive at room 
temperature, the radiative rate constants are substantially higher than those of the QPz series.112 

The tridentate complex also displayed a very small radiative rate constant compared to 
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[Ru(tpy)2]2+ (kr 44×103 s-1).52 [Ru(dqp)2]2+ on the other hand, displaying a kr of 7×103 s-1, is 
more similar, which can be understood by their similar geometry; however, the difference in 
room temperature excited state lifetime is exceptionally large.52  

While the very short Ru-NPz bonds suggest large σ-donation, compared to that of Ru-NQ, this 
does not destabilize the 3MC state enough to counter other effects. Additionally, the low 
emission energy suggests a shortening of the excited state lifetimes according to the energy gap 
law. Spectral component analysis revealed very large v½ compared to [Ru(bpy)3]2+ and similar 
complexes.123 The broadening increases as the ground and excited state becomes more 
distorted.137 This suggests a more distorted 3MLCT state compared to the GS for [Ru(Q1Pz)3]2+ 

than for [Ru(Q3PzH)3]2+, which can also be seen in the Ru-NPz coordinate in the PPES, Figure 
18. 

The higher reactivity and lower selectivity of [Ru(Q1Pz)3]2+ can be ascribed to the substantially 
longer Ru-NQ bond in the 3MC state, ~2.6 Å, compared to [Ru(Q3PzH)3]2+ ~2.4 Å. The 
difference in pyrazole orientation resulted in both markedly different electrochemical 
potentials, for both reduction and oxidation, as well as bond elongation in the 3MC states, from 
TD-DFT calculations, both being important in photochemical experiments. The tridentate 
complex [Ru(DQPz)2]2+ displayed excellent photostability as well as dynamic room 
temperature diastereomerization, the latter which is not observed on NMR-time scales for the 
related complexes [Ru(tpy)2]2+ and [Ru(dqp)2]2+ due to a much lower (or rather lack of) and 
higher activation barrier. This dynamic behavior can have major implications for tridentate RuII 
complexes in supramolecular chemistry.  
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5. Concluding remarks  
The aim of my work has been to elucidate structure-function relationships in RuII complexes, 
mainly with solar energy conversion applications in mind. For this purpose, the important 
aspects are mainly the absorption spectra, the redox chemistry and the excited state properties. 
Additionally, the photostability of the complex is important for any long-term application. From 
studying the three series of complexes, some important conclusions have emerged, which are 
summarized and put in context below.  

It has been known for a long time that the structure of RuII polypyridine complexes will affect 
its physical and chemical properties. This is easily seen in comparing pure pyridine and 
polypyridines in the homoleptic complexes [Ru(py)6]2+, [Ru(bpy)3]2+ and [Ru(tpy)2]2+. All 
features six coordinated pyridines, but with substantially differing photophysical and 
photochemical properties. [Ru(py)6]2+ is, apart from being problematic to synthesize, photo-
labile due to the monodentate ligand.18, 138 [Ru(bpy)3]2+ on the other hand display considerable 
absorption in the visible as well as long-lived 3MLCT states (~1 μs) at room temperature. 
[Ru(tpy)2]2+ also exhibit fair absorption but has, contrary to [Ru(bpy)3]2+, a very short excited 
state lifetime (~0.25 ns).18, 111 The difference has largely been ascribed to the different 
geometries, where [Ru(bpy)3]2+ is far more octahedral than [Ru(tpy)3]2+.111, 113 

The bond in the 3,3-position of btx ligands and the chelation of the S-donor ligands leads to a 
distorted geometry compared to a perfect octahedron, while the structures of the QPz-
complexes suggest much less distortion. Indeed, coordination of btc and PyS-Me in 
[Ru(bpy)2(btc)]2+ and [Ru(N,N)2(PyS-Me)]2+ perturb the diimine-chelation to different 
degrees. For the thioether, ~0.01 Å elongation of the Ru-NN,N bonds was observed, compared 
to [Ru(bpy)3]2+, while chelation of the btc-ligand display a minor trans-effect. The 3,3’-
connection in btc results in an expanded bite-angle (82.5°), while the N-Ru-S bite-angles in 
[Ru(dmb)2(PyS-Me)]2+ and [Ru(phen)2(PyS-Me)]2+ are 82.0° and 84.0° respectively. Neither 
btc nor PyS-Me appear to cause major perturbation to the ancillary chelates, suggesting only 
minor inter-ligand steric interactions. For the QPz-series crystal structure and DFT calculations 
reveal that all complexes are very octahedral but with variations within the series, both in 
ground and excited states.  The difference in coordination geometry, as calculated by DFT, 
between [Ru(Q3PzH)3]2+ and [Ru(Q1Pz)3]2+ shows that the orientation of the pyrazole in 
relation to the quinoline influences the coordination sphere, where the difference between the 
Ru-NQ and Ru-NPz bond lengths was slightly larger for [Ru(Q3PzH)3]2+. The similar ground 
state geometries of the complexes suggest that the differences in the absorption spectra will be 
determined largely by electronic properties, not sterics.  

An analysis of the absorption spectra of the complexes reveals, as expected, that the spectra are 
dependent on the hetero-atom coordinating to the metal. In general, the absorption maximum 
λmax is shifted to lower energies in the order: Ru-S=O, Ru-S, Ru-N, Ru-O=S. For RuII 

complexes, the absorption maximum is often used as an estimate of the potential for the Ru2+/3+ 
redox couple. However, the result presented in this thesis points out that these two do not 
correlate so well for QPz-complexes, not even within the series itself. A qualitative correlation 
was however evident for [Ru(N,N)2(PyS-Me)]2+, and the series [Ru(deeb)3]2+ –  O-
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[Ru(deeb)2(PySO-iPr)]2+ – [Ru(deeb)2(PyS-iPr)]2+ – S-[Ru(deeb)2(PySO-iPr)]2+. This shows 
that the redox potentials and absorption does not always follow, even qualitatively, each other. 
Additionally, the large differences in both reduction and oxidation potentials between the 
bidentate QPz-complexes suggest that estimations to the oxidation potentials based on 
combination of ligands, such as Lever’s electrochemical series,136 must be applied with caution. 

Light harvesting efficiencies and redox potentials are obviously very important properties for 
any molecule used in solar energy conversion schemes. However, the excited state properties 
are of greater importance, as the photochemistry occurs from this state, and determines whether 
the photon energy can be utilized. The difference in emissive properties at room temperature is 
strikingly clear between the heteroleptic complexes, where chelation of any btx ligand results 
in rapid decay of the 3MLCT state via close lying 3MC states, among other deactivation 
pathways. The large bite-angles in btx-complex are the main reason for the stabilization of the 
3MC states. In contrast, [Ru(N,N)2(PyS-Me)]2+ are all emissive at room temperature, similar to, 
but less than the corresponding [Ru(N,N)3]2+; even though [Ru(phen)2(PyS-Me)]2+ displays 
even wider bite-angles than [Ru(bpy)2(btc)]2+, in addition to long Ru-S bonds. It seems that the 
S-donor destabilized the 3MC state enough to counter the effect of the less favorable 
coordination geometry. In the aspect of emission properties, the PyS-Me ligand has surprisingly 
small impact. The thioether complexes display no signs of photodegradation or ligand exchange 
reactions. This is in sharp contrast to [Ru(deeb)2(PySO-iPr)]2+ which exhibit non-reversible 
photoisomerization in acetonitrile. Since this behavior was not observed in the non-
coordinating solvent propylene carbonate, it was attributed to ligand exchange reactions. 
Additionally, it is evident that the absorption spectra and electrochemical potentials can be 
shifted without significantly perturbing the emission spectra, as seen in [Ru(N,N)2(PyS-
Me)]2+ compared to [Ru(N,N)3]2+; as the absorption and the Ru3+/2+ and Ru2+/+ potentials 
typically report on the same states, where the emissive state is not involved.  

While all QPz-complexes features a strong σ-bonding pyrazole and close to perfect octahedral 
geometry, the 3MC states were all calculated to be downhill compared to the 3MLCT surface, 
which has been predicted in calculations for emissive complexes as well.104 The lack of room 
temperature emission in the QPz-complexes is due to a combination of fast non-radiative decay 
and very small radiative rate constants; where the geometrically similar, close to perfect 
octahedral, complexes [Ru(DQPz)2]2+ and [Ru(dqp)2]2+ both display kr ~7×103 s-1.52 Similarly, 
[Ru(bpy)2(8-QPy)]2+ display 3-8 times higher quantum yield at 77 K than the bidentate QPz-
complexes.112 While the radiative rates are similar with pyridine or pyrazole in the tridentate 
complexes, the non-radiative decay seems to be speeded up by the presence of the pyrazole. 
This clearly shows that the excited state properties cannot be explained only by geometric 
parameters in RuII complexes with polydentate ligands. 

The spectral component analysis of the emission spectra at 77 K, reveals typical diimine 
localized 3MLCT emission for [Ru(deeb)2(btx)]2+ and [Ru(N,N)2(PyS-Me)]2+. However, these 
type of structured spectra, with clear vibrational progression, are not observed for the bidentate 
QPz-complexes, where the v½ values (1350-1480 cm-1) are almost twice as large as for the 
studied heteroleptic complexes in the other two series. The large broadening masks the 
vibrational structure and the structure becomes further blurred by the higher frequency of the 
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low frequency accepting modes. The increase in v½ compared to [Ru(bpy)3]2+ (650 cm-1) is 
observed for [Ru(bpy)2(8-QPy)]2+ (1230 cm-1) and [Ru(bpy)2(2-QPy)]2+ (1040 cm-1) as well, 
and is larger for the complex with the 6-membered chelate, ascribed to inter-ligand steric 
interactions.112 The orientation of the quinoline-pyridine binding drastically changes the 
vibrational accepting modes, an effect also observed in chelation of the ligands in the QPz series 
which forms 6-membered chelates, where [Ru(Q1Pz)3]2+ displayed larger v½ compared to 
[Ru(Q3PzH)3]2+ by ~130 cm-1. The larger broadening indicated a large displacement between 
the ground and the emissive excited states.  

The very large distortion in the 3MC states of these two complexes is responsible for the photo-
reactivity. The distortion is especially pronounced in [Ru(Q1Pz)3]2+, which is the main 
explanation for the increased photoinduced reactivity compared to [Ru(Q3PzH)3]2+. The 
relatively minor structural difference between the ligands is of major importance for 
photochemical reactivity, pH sensitivity, and seemingly for the accessibility of empty Ru-
coordination sites for photochemical applications. It is also evident that the S-to-O photo-
induced linkage isomerization can be increased substantially (from 11% to 81%) by routine 
substitutions with electron withdrawing motifs on ancillary ligands, as observed when 
comparing [Ru(bpy)2(PySO-iPr)]2+ and [Ru(deeb)2(PySO-iPr)]2+.77 The lower O-to-S 
isomerization quantum yield in [Ru(deeb)2(PySO-iPr)]2+ further suggest that substitution with 
electron donating groups would instead increase ΦOS. Additionally, it is promising that the 
photoisomerization proceeded also when the complex is immobilized on TiO2 thin films, as the 
immobilization is a key feature in proposed molecular memory storage applications. 

With all three series accounted for, a general picture of the complexes arise, where the functions 
are dependent on both geometric and electronic contributions. Seemingly subtle changes to one 
ligand can drastically alter the function of the complex. On the other hand, relatively major 
perturbation to the coordination sphere by one ligand does not necessarily result in largely 
perturbed functions. Consequently, the notion that RuII complexes with non-polypyridine 
ligands in general can be predicted by effects observed for the polypyridine complexes is in 
need of an update. The presented data in this thesis suggests a need to establish structure-
function relationships for subsets of heterocyclic, polydentate non-polypyridine ligands, which 
I choose to call unconventional.  
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